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Hamiltonian and quantum mechanics

ANATOL ODZIJEWICZ

In these notes we review the foundations of Banach–Poisson geometry and explain
how in this framework one obtains a unified approach to the Hamiltonian and the
quantum mechanical description of the physical systems. Our considerations will be
based on the notion of Banach Lie–Poisson space (see Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25])
and the notion of the coherent state map (see Odzijewicz [22]), which appear to be the
crucial instrument for the clarifying what is the quantization of the classical physical
(Hamiltonian) system.

37K05, 53D50, 70H06, 81S10; 34A26, 37J05, 53D17, 53D20, 81S40

1 Introduction

The most important example of Banach Lie–Poisson space is the Banach space L1.H/
of the trace class operators acting in the complex Hilbert space H . It is a predual
.L1.H/� DL1.H// of the Von Neumann algebra L1.H/ of bounded operators and
thus allows to define a canonical Poisson bracket on C1.L1.H//. Therefore one
can consider L1.H/ as the phase space of some infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian
system [25]. On the other hand the positive trace class operators 0 6 � 2L1.H/ with
Tr �D 1 describe mixed states of the quantum system – the principle which was stated
and explained by von Neumann in his fundamental 1932 monograph ”Mathematische
Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik” [21]. The time evolution of the states is governed
by von Neumann equation which can be considered also as the Hamilton equation
defined by the Lie–Poisson bracket of L1.H/.

This classical-quantum correspondence could be extended to the predual M� of general
W �–algebra [25]. One shows in this framework that the quantum evolution as well as
quantum reduction are the linear Poisson morphism of M� .

The concept of the coherent state map as a symplectic map KW M ! CP .H/ of
classical phase space into a quantum one being the complex projective space CP .H/
unifies the various ways of quantization of the Hamiltonian systems (see Odzijewicz [22;
24]).
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In particular we illustrate this concept by the relationship of the path integral quantization
and Kostant–Souriau quantization with the theory of positive Hermitian kernels. We
present also a general method of quantization of the classical phase space, that is, the
symplectic manifold, based on the coherent state map. It enables one to replace M

by the corresponding quantum phase space, that is, C �–algebra with quantum Kähler
polarization.

Finally we shall present examples among which the example of quantum Minkowski
space is given.

Sections 4–6 of these notes are based on the papers [25; 26] and the Sections 8–12 on
[22; 23; 24].

2 Historical and preliminary remarks

The Hamiltonian formulation of the classical mechanics could be summarized as follows.
The state of an isolated physical system is described by its coordinates q and momenta
p . Any physical quantity is represented by a smooth function f 2 C1.R2N / of the
canonical variables .q1; : : : ; qN ;p1; : : : ;pN /. The physical law describing the time
evolution of f is expressed by the differential equation

(2-1)
d

dt
f D fh; f g;

where

(2-2) fh; f g WD

NX
kD1

�
@h

@qk

@f

@pk
�
@f

@qk

@h

@pk

�
;

and h 2 C1.R2N / is a Hamiltonian, that is, the function describing in a certain sense
the total energy of the system. The Poisson bracket defined by (2-2) (known to be
crucial for the integration of the Hamiltonian equations (2-1)) is a bilinear operation
on C1.R2N / satisfying Leibniz

(2-3) ff;ghg D ff;gghCgff; hg

and Jacobi

(2-4) fff;gg; hgC ffh; f g;ggC ffg; hg; f g D 0

identities. It follows that the space I � C1.R2N / of integrals of motion (f 2 I iff
fh; f g D 0) is closed:
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(i) with respect to function operations, that is, if f1; : : : ; fK 2 I and F 2C1.RK /

then F.f1; : : : ; fK / 2 I ;

(ii) with respect to Poisson bracket, that is, f;g 2 I implies ff;gg 2 I .

Such a structure was called by Lie [17] (see also Weinstein [42]) the function group.
Assuming that I is functionally generated by f1; : : : ; fK and they are functionally
independent one obtains a relation

(2-5) ffk ; flg D �kl.f1; : : : ; fK /;

where �kl 2 C1.RK / for k; l D 1; : : : ;K . The antisymmetry of Poisson bracket and
Jacobi identity implies the conditions

�kl D��lk ;(2-6)

�kl

@�rs

@f k
C�ks

@�lr

@f k
C�kr

@�sl

@f k
D 0:(2-7)

Fixing the generating integrals of motion f1; : : : ; fK we will identify I with C1.RK /.
For F;G 2 C1.RK / from the Leibniz identity (2-3) one has

(2-8) fF.f1; : : : ; fK /;G.f1; : : : ; fK /g D �kl.f1; : : : ; fK /
@F

@fk

@G

@fl

:

From the conditions (2-6) and (2-7) it follows that the bilinear operation

(2-9) ŒF;G� WD �kl

@F

@fk

@G

@fl

defines a Poisson bracket on C1.RK /. The mapping J W R2N !RK defined by

(2-10) J .q;p/ WD

0B@ f1.q;p/
:::

fK .q;p/

1CA
proves to be a Poisson map, that is,

(2-11) fF ıJ ;G ıJ g D ŒF;G� ıJ :

In a particular case when the Poisson tensor � D .�kl/ depends on the variables
f1; : : : ; fK linearly

(2-12) �kl.f1; : : : ; fK /D cklmfm;
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where

cklm D�clkm(2-13)

and crnmcklr C crlncmkr C crknclmr D 0;(2-14)

the vector subspace of linear functions .RK /� � C1.RK / is preserved

Œ.RK /�; .RK /��� .RK /�

under the action of the Poisson bracket Œ�; �� operation.

The above considerations explain how and for what Sophus Lie came to the notion of
the algebra gD .RK /� (named after him) with the bracket Œ�; �� defined by

(2-15) Œe�k ; e
�
l �D cklme�m

for the basis he�
1
; : : : ; e�

K
i D g dual to the canonical basis .e1; : : : ; eK / of RK . The

vector space g� WDRK predual to g with linear Poisson bracket

(2-16) ŒF;G� WD cklmfm
@F

@fk

@G

@fl

defined by the Lie algebra structure of g is called Lie–Poisson space. Since in the finite
dimensional case the predual g� is canonically isomorphic with the dual g� of Lie
algebra g, one takes g� as the Lie–Poisson space related to g.

The integrals motion map J W R2N ! g� defined by (2-10) in the case of linear Poisson
tensor (2-12) is usually called the momentum map, see Souriau [32].

Contemporary Poisson geometry investigates the Lie’s ideas [17] in the context of
global differential geometry replacing R2N by the symplectic manifold and RK by
the Poisson manifold. The notions of Lie–Poisson space and momentum map were
rediscovered many years later, when the theory of Lie algebras and Lie groups as well
as differential geometry have been already well founded mathematical disciplines, see
Marsden and Ratiu [19], Vaisman [39], Weinstein [42], Woodhouse [45], Śniatycki [31]
and Arnol’d [2].

3 The Banach Lie–Poisson space of trace class operators

In what follows we shall extend Lie ideas to the infinite dimensional case. As the first
step we replace the elementary phase space R2N by the space CP .H/ of pure states of
the quantum physical system. By the definition CP .H/ is infinite dimensional complex
projective separable Hilbert space. We fix in H an orthonormal basis using Dirac
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notation fjnig1
nD0

, that is, hnjmi D ınm and define the covering
S

k2N[f0g�k D

CP .H/ of CP .H/ by the open domains

(3-1) �k WD fŒ � W  k ¤ 0g;

where Œ � WDC j i and j i D
P1

nD0  k jni. Mappings �k W �k ! l2 defined by

(3-2) �k.Œ �/ WD
1

 k

. 0;  1; : : : ;  k�1;  kC1; : : :/

similar to the finite dimensional case form the complex analytic atlas on CP .H/.

The projective space CP .H/ is an infinite dimensional Kähler manifold with Kähler
structure given by the Fubini–Study form

(3-3) !FS WD i@x@ logh j i:

In the coordinates .z1; z2; : : :/D .
 1

 0
;  2

 0
; : : :/D �0.Œ �/ it is given by

(3-4) !FSD i@x@ log.1CzCz/D i.1CzCz/�2
1X

k;lD1

�
.1C zCz/ıkl � zkxzl

�
dzl^dxzk

while the corresponding Poisson bracket for f;g 2 C1.CP .H// has the form

(3-5) ff;ggFS D�i.1C zCz/

1X
k;lD1

.ıkl C zkxzl/

�
@f

@zk

@g

@xzl

�
@g

@zk

@f

@xzl

�
;

where the notation

(3-6) zCz WD

1X
kD1

xzkzk

is used.

In order to construct the Lie–Poisson space corresponding to the predual space RK Dg�
of Lie algebra we shall consider the functionally independent functions fnm D

xfmn

defined by

(3-7) fnm.z/ WD
znxzm

1C zCz
; m; n 2N

instead of the generating functions f1; : : : ; fK from the previous section. The family
of functions (3-7) is closed with respect to Poisson bracket (3-5), that is,

(3-8) ffkl ; fmngFS D fmlıkn�fknılm:
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Now, let us consider the C �–algebra L1.H/ of the bounded operators acting in H .
It can be treated as the Banach space

(3-9) L1.H/D .L1.H//�

dual to the Banach space of the trace-class operators, for example, see Takesaki [33]:

(3-10) L1.H/ WD
˚
� 2L1.H/ W k�k1 WD Tr

p
��� <1

	
:

The duality is given by

(3-11) hX I �i WD Tr.X�/;

where X 2 L1.H/ and � 2 L1.H/. Let us remark here that L1.H/ is an ideal in
L1.H/ but by no means a Banach subspace. The closure of L1.H/ in the norm
kXk1 WD sup ¤0

kX k
k k

is known to give the C �–ideal L0.H/�L1.H/ of compact
operators.

Since L1.H/�L2.H/, where

(3-12) L2.H/ WD
˚
� 2L1.H/ W k�k2 WD

p
Tr ��� <1

	
is the ideal of Hilbert–Schmidt operators in H , one can consider the set

(3-13)
˚
jmihnj

	1
n;mD0

as a Schauder basis (see Wojtaszczyk [44]) of L1.H/. The functionals

(3-14)
˚

Tr.jkihl j � /
	1

k;lD0

turn out to be biorthogonal with respect to the basis (3-13). Hence they form the basis
of L1.H/ in the sense of the weak�–topology on L1.H/.

The associative Banach algebra L1.H/ can be regarded as the Banach Lie algebra of
the complex Banach Lie group GL1.H/ of the invertible elements in L1.H/. The
real Banach Lie algebra

(3-15) U1.H/ WD fX 2L1.H/ WX �CX D 0g

of the anti-Hermitian operators corresponds to the real Banach Lie group GU1.H/
of the unitary operators.

The predual Banach space for U1.H/ is as follows

(3-16) U 1.H/ WD f� 2L1.H/ W �� D �g

and the isomorphism U 1.H/� Š U1.H/ is given by

(3-17) hX I �i WD i Tr.X�/:
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Using (3-17) it is easy to verify that

(3-18) ad�X �D Œ�;X �;

and thus Banach subspace U 1.H/�U1.H/� is invariant with respect to the coadjoint
action of U1.H/ on U1.H/� .

The above considerations suggest the following definition of Poisson bracket

(3-19) fF;GgU 1.�/ WD i Tr
�
�ŒDF.�;DG.�/�

�
for F;G 2 C1.U 1.H//, see the papers by Bona [3] and Odzijewicz–Ratiu [25].

From (3-17) for Hamiltonian vector fields XF defined by the bracket (3-19) one has

(3-20) XF .G/.�/DTr.�DF.�/DG.�/��DG.�/DF.�//DTr.Œ�;DF.�/�DG.�//

for any F;G 2 C1.U 1.H//. So,

(3-21) XF .�/D Œ�;DF.�/�D� ad�DF.�/ �

and then the Hamilton equations with Hamiltonian H 2 C1.U 1.H// takes for all
F 2 C1.U 1.H// the form

(3-22)
d

dt
F.�.t//D fH; �g.�.t//D i Tr.�.t/ŒDH.�.t//;DF.�.t//�/

D i Tr.Œ�.t/;DH.�.t/�DF.�.t///

or equivalently

(3-23) �i
d

dt
�.t/D Œ�.t/;DH.�.t//�;

due to the identity

(3-24)
d

dt
F.�.t//D Tr

�
DF.�.t//

d

dt
�.t/

�
:

The equation (3-23) can be treated as the nonlinear version of the Liouville–von
Neumann equation. One obtains the Liouville–von Neumann equation from (3-23)
taking the Hamiltonian H.�/D Tr.� yH /, where yH 2 iU1.H/.

The characteristic distribution

(3-25) S� D
˚
XF .�/ W F 2 C1.U 1.H//

	
� 2 U 1.H/

for U 1.H/ by (3-20) takes the form

(3-26) S� D
˚
Œ�;DF.�/� W F 2 C1.U 1.H//

	
D
˚
Œ�;X � W X 2 U1.H/

	
:
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Further we shall make use of this notion and will consider the symplectic leaves for
U 1.H/.

Examples of Casimirs, that is, the functions

(3-27) K 2 C1.U 1.H// such that fK;Fg D 0 for all F 2 C1.U 1.H//;

are given by the formulas

(3-28) Kl.�/ WD
1

l C 1
Tr �lC1; l D 0; 1; 2; : : :

and one has

(3-29) fKl ;Fg.�/D Tr.�ŒDKl.�/;DF.�/�/

D Tr.ŒDKl.�/; ��DF.�//D Tr.Œ�l ; ��DF.�//D 0;

where

(3-30) DKl.�/D �
l :

In the case l D 1 one can verify (3-30) directly

Tr.�C��/2�Tr �2
D Tr.2���/CTr.��/2(3-31) ˇ̌

Tr.��/2
ˇ̌

k��k1
6
k��k21
k��k1

D k��k1! 0;(3-32)

when k��k1! 0. Now using the identification U 1.H/� Š U1.H/ established by
the trace we obtain (3-30).

Passing to the coordinate description

�D

1X
n;mD0

�nm jnihmj;(3-33)

DF.�/D i

1X
n;mD0

@F

@�nm
.�/ jnihmj;(3-34)

where x�nm D �mn , we obtain explicit formulas for:

(i) Poisson bracket

(3-35) fF;GgU 1.�/D

1X
k;l;mD0

�kl

�
@F

@�lm

@G

@�mk

�
@G

@�lm

@F

@�mk

�
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(ii) Hamiltonian vector field

(3-36) XF .�/D

1X
k;mD0

 
1X

lD0

�
�kl

@F

@�lm

�
@F

@�kl

�lm

�!
@

@�km

(iii) Hamilton equations

(3-37)
d

dt
�km.t/D

1X
lD0

�
�kl.t/

@H

@�lm.t/
�

@H

@�kl.t/
�lm.t/

�
:

From (3-8) and (3-35) we see that the map �W CP .H/! U 1.H/ defined by

(3-38) �.Œ �/ WD
j ih j

h j i
D

1X
k;lD0

1

1C zCz
zkxzl jkihl j;

where z0 D xz0 D 1, preserves the Poisson bracket

(3-39) fF ı �;G ı �gFS D fF;GgU 1 ı �

and in coordinates (3-33) it has form �kl ı �D fkl .

These considerations suggest that the map �W CP .H/! U 1.H/ defined by (3-38) can
be considered as the momentum map of the symplectic manifold CP .H/ into the
Banach Lie–Poisson space U 1.H/ predual to the Banach Lie algebra U1.H/.

In order to have a link with some physical models let us present the formulas from the
above in the Schrödinger representation, where HDL2.RN ; dN x/ and � 2 U 1.H/
is represented by the formula

(3-40) .� /.x/D

Z
�.x;y/ .y/dN y;

where  2L2.RN ; dN x/, with the kernel �.x;y/D �.y;x/, such that its diagonal
�.x;x/ belongs to L1.RN ; dN x/. For the derivative DF.�/ 2L1.H/ the kernel is
given by ıF

ı�.x;y/
, where we use the notation of functional derivative ı

ı�.x;y/
, which is

familiar for physicists. Namely

(3-41) DF.�/ .x/D

Z
ıF

ı�.x;y/
 .y/dN y:

Using (3-40) and (3-41) we obtain expressions for:

(i) Poisson bracket

(3-42) fF;Gg.�/D i

•
�.x;y/

�
ıF

ı�.y;z/

ıG

ı�.z;x/
�

ıG

ı�.y;z/

ıF

ı�.z;y/

�
dNx dNy dNz
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(ii) Hamiltonian vector field

(3-43) XF .�/D

Z
dNx

Z
dNy

Z
dNz

�
�.x; z/

ıF

ı�.z;y/
�

ıF

ı�.x; z/
�.z;y/

�
@

@�.x;y/
;

where using Dirac notation h .y/j .x/i D ı.x�y/ we identify the projector
j .x/ih .y/j with the functional derivative @

@�.x;y/
.

(iii) Hamilton equations

(3-44) �i
d

dt
�t .x;y/D

Z
dN z

�
�.x; z/

ıH

ı�t .z;y/
�

ıH

ı�t .x; z/
�t .z;y/

�
:

In the “basis” fj .x/ih .y/jgx;y2RN the mixed state �2U 1.H/ and DH.�/2

U1.H/ are given by

�D

Z
dN xdN y�.x;y/j .x/ih .y/j;(3-45)

DH.�/D i

Z
dN xdN y

ıH

ı�.x;y/
j .x/ih .y/j:(3-46)

Let us finish this section by applying the theory presented here to the cases of two well
known dynamical systems.

Example 3.1 (Linear Schrödinger equation)

(3-47) H.�/D Tr.� yH /; where yH 2 iU1.H/:

In this case one has

(3-48) D yH .�/D yH

and the Liouville–von Neumann equation for the dynamics of mixed states

(3-49) �i
d

dt
�.t/D Œ yH ; ��:

This equation generates unitary (anti-unitary) flow, that is,

(3-50) �.t/D UH .t/�0U �H .t/;

where R 3 t �! UH .t/ 2GU1.H/ is one-parameter unitary group

(3-51) UH .t/D eit yH

generated by the self-adjoint operator yH .
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In general quantum mechanical Hamiltonians yH are unbounded self-adjoint operators.
Hence, for the typical case the Hamilton function (3-47) is defined only on � 2U 1.H/
and is given by

(3-52) �D

1X
kD1

�kl j kih l j;

where vectors  k belong to the domain D. yH / of yH . In other words the domain of
ad�
yH
D Œ yH ; �� is U 1.H/\ .D. yH /˝D. yH /�/� U 1.H/. Let us remark however that

Hamiltonian (unitary) flow UH .t/ generated by H.�/D Tr.� yH / is well defined on
all U 1.H/.

In the conclusion we observe that unitary flow UH .t/ preserves �.CP .H// and in H
given by

(3-53) j .t/i D UH .t/j .0/i

and j .t/i 2H satisfies the Schrödinger equation

(3-54) �i
d

dt
j .t/i D yH j .t/i:

Example 3.2 (Nonlinear Schrödinger equation) To investigate this case we shall
use Schrödinger representation only, that is, the Hilbert space H will be realized
as L2.RN ; dx/. The nonlinear Schrödinger dynamics is given on U 1.H/ by the
following Hamilton function

(3-55) H.�/ WD Tr. yH�/C 1
2
�

Z
RN

.�.x;x//2dN x;

where yH is a self-adjoint operator with the kernel H.x;y/ and � > 0 is the coupling
constant.

The functional derivative of (3-55) is

(3-56)
ıH

ı�.x;y/
.�/DH.x;y/C �ı.x�y/�.x;y/:
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Thus from Hamilton equation in Schrödinger representation (3-44) one finds

(3-57)

�i
d

dt
�t .x;y/D

Z
dNz

�
�t .x;y/H.z;y/�H.x;z/�.z;y/

�
C �

Z
dNz

�
�t .x;z/ı.z�y/�t .z;y/�ı.x�z/�t .x;z/�t .z;y/

�
D

Z
dNz .�t .x; z/H.z;y/�H.x; z/�t .z;y//

C �.�t .x;y/�t .y;y/� �t .x;x/�t .x;y//:

For the decomposable kernels

(3-58) �t .x;y/D  t .x/ x t .y/

that is, after restriction to �.CP .H// equation (3-57) reduces to

(3-59) �i
d

dt
 t .x/D

Z
RN

H.x; z/ t .z/d
N zC � j t .x/j

2  t .x/

and for

(3-60) H.x; z/D��xı.x� z/C ı.z�x/V .x/

gives the nonlinear Schrödinger equation

(3-61) �i
d

dt
 t .x/D .��CV .x// t .x/C � j t .x/j

2  t .x/:

Let us remark that the kernel (3-60) gives an unbounded symmetric operator. So in this
case one has Hamiltonian H.�/ defined on a dense subset of U 1.H/ only.

4 Banach Poisson manifolds

Let us recall that topological space P locally isomorphic to Banach space b with the
fixed maximal smooth atlas is called Banach manifold modeled on b, see Bourbaki [4].
For any p2P one has canonical isomorphisms TpP Šb, T �p P Šb� and T ��p P Šb��

of Banach spaces. Since in general case b   b�� the tangent bundle TP is not
isomorphic to the twice-dual bundle T ��P . Hence one has only the canonical inclusion
TP � T ��P isometric on fibers. The isomorphism TP Š T ��P takes place only if
b is reflexive, particularly, when b is finite dimensional.

Similarly to the finite dimensional case one defines the Poisson bracket on the space
C1.P / as a bilinear smooth antisymmetric map

(4-1) f�; �gW C1.P /�C1.P / �! C1.P /
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satisfying Leibniz and Jacobi identities. Due to the Leibniz property there exists
antisymmetric 2–tensor field � 2 �1

�V2
T ��P

�
known as Poisson tensor satisfying

the relationship

(4-2) ff;gg D �.df; dg/

for each f;g 2 C1.P /. In addition from Jacobi property and from the identity

(4-3) fff;gg; hgC ffh; f g;ggC ffg; hg; f g D Œ�; ��S .df ^ dg^ dh/;

see Marsden and Ratiu [19], one has that the 3–tensor field Œ�; ��S 2�1
�V3

T ��P
�
,

called the Schouten bracket of � , satisfies the condition

(4-4) Œ�; ��S D 0:

Hence the Poisson bracket can be equivalently described by the antisymmetric 2–tensor
field satisfying the differential equation (4-4).

Let us define the map ]W T �P ! T ��P covering the identity map idW P ! P by

(4-5) ]df WD �.�; df /

for any locally defined smooth function f . One has ]df 2 �1.T ��P / so, opposite
to the finite dimensional case, it is not a vector field in general. Thus according to
Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25] we give the following:

Definition 4.1 A Banach Poisson manifold is a pair .P; f�; �g/ consisting of a smooth
Banach manifold and a bilinear operation f�; �gW C1.P /�C1.P /!C1.P / satisfying
the following conditions:

(i) .C1.P /; f�; �g/ is a Lie algebra;

(ii) f�; �g satisfies the Leibniz property on each component;

(iii) the vector bundle map ]W T �P!T ��P covering the identity satisfies ].T �P /�
TP .

Condition (iii) allows one to introduce for any function f 2 C1.P / the Hamiltonian
vector field Xf by

(4-6) Xf WD ]df:

As a consequence after fixing Hamiltonian h 2 C1.P / one can consider Banach
Hamiltonian system .P; f�; �g; h/ with equation of motion

(4-7)
d

dt
f D�Xh.f /D fh; f g:
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Definition 4.1 allows us to consider the characteristic distribution S � TP with fibers
Sp � TpP given by

(4-8) Sp WD fXf .p/ W f 2 C1.P /g:

The dependence of the characteristic subspace Sp on p 2P is smooth, that is, for every
vp 2Sp �TpP there exists a local Hamiltonian vector field Xf such that vp DXf .p/.
The Hamiltonian vector fields Xf and Xg , f;g 2 C1.P /, are smooth sections of the
characteristic distribution S WD

F
p Sp and ŒXf ;Xg�DXff;gg also belong to �1.S/.

So the vector space �1.S/ of smooth sections of S is involutive.

By a leaf L of the characteristic distribution we mean a connected Banach manifold
L equipped with a weak injective immersion �W L ,! P , that is, for every q 2L the
tangent map Tq�W TqL! T�.q/P is injective, such that

(i) Tq�.TqL/D Sq for each q 2L;

(ii) L is maximal, that is, if the �0W L0 ,! P satisfies the above three conditions and
L�L0 then LDL0 .

Let us remark here that we did not assume that �W L ,! P is an injective immersion,
that is, for every q 2L the tangent map Tq�W TqL!T�.q/P is injective with the closed
split range. In the finite dimensional case the concepts of weak injective immersion and
injective immersion coincide. However in general Banach Poisson geometry context
the weak injective immersion appeared in the generic case.

The leaf �W L! P is called symplectic leaf if:

(i) there is a weak symplectic form !L on L;

(ii) !L is consistent with the Poisson structure � of P , that is,

(4-9) !L.vq;uq/D �.�.q//.Œ]�.q/�
�1
ıTq�.vq/; Œ]�.q/�

�1
ıTq�.uq//;

where Œ]�.q/��1 is inverse to the bijective map Œ]p �W T �p P= ker ]p!Sp generated
by ]p.df / WD �.df; �/.

If �W L ,! P is a symplectic leaf of the characteristic distribution S , then for each
f;g 2 C1.P / one has

(4-10) ff ı �;g ı �gL D ff;gg ı �;

where

(4-11) ff ı �;g ı �gL.q/ WD !L.q/..Tq�/
�1Xf .�.q//; .Tq�/

�1Xg.�.q///:
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Let us recall that the closed differential 2–form ! is a weak symplectic form if for
each q 2 L the map [qW TqL 3 vq ! !.p/.vq; �/ 2 T �q L is an injective continuous
map of Banach spaces. The 2–form ! 2 �1

�V2
T �L

�
is called strong symplectic if

the maps [q , q 2L, are continuous bijections.

For finite dimensional case the problem of finding the symplectic leaves for the charac-
teristic distribution S (that is, the integration of S ) is solved by the Stefan–Susman
or Viflyantsev theorems (eg. see Vaisman [39] and Viflyantsev [41]). For the infinite
dimensional case one has no such theorems and the problem is open in general. The
answer is only known for some special subcases, see, for example, the next section for
this subject matter.

The Banach Poisson manifolds form the category with the morphisms from .P1; f�; �g1/

to .P2; f�; �g2/ being a smooth map �W P1! P2 preserving Poisson structure, that is,

(4-12) ff;gg2 ı� D ff ı�;g ı�g1

for locally defined smooth functions f and g on P2 . Equivalently X 2
f
ı�DT�ıX 1

f ı�
,

therefore the flow of a Hamiltonian vector field is a Poisson map.

Returning to Definition 4.1, it should be noted that the condition ].T �P / � TP is
automatically satisfied in the following cases:

� if P is a smooth manifold modeled on a reflexive Banach space, that is, b��D b,
or

� P is a strong symplectic manifold with symplectic form ! .

In particular, the first condition holds if P is a Hilbert (and, in particular, a finite
dimensional) manifold.

A strong symplectic manifold .P; !/ is a Poisson manifold in the sense of Definition 4.1.
Recall that strong means that for each p 2 P the map

(4-13) vp 2 TpP 7! !.p/.vp; �/ 2 T �p P

is a bijective continuous linear map. Therefore, for any smooth function f W P !R
there exists a vector field Xf such that df D !.Xf ; �/. The Poisson bracket is defined
by ff;gg D !.Xf ;Xg/D hdf;Xgi, thus ]df DXf and so ].T �P /� TP:

On the other hand, a weak symplectic manifold is not a Poisson manifold in the
sense of Definition 4.1. Recall that weak means that the map defined by (4-13) is an
injective continuous linear map that is, in general, not surjective. Therefore, one cannot
construct the map that associates to a differential df of a smooth function f W P !R
the Hamiltonian vector field Xf . Since the Poisson bracket ff;ggD!.Xf ;Xg/ cannot
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be taken for all smooth functions and hence weak symplectic manifold structures do not
define, in general, Poisson manifold structures in the sense of Definition 4.1. There are
various ways to deal with this problem. One of them is to restrict the space of functions
one deals with, as is often done in field theory. Another one is to deal with densely
defined vector fields and invoke the theory of (nonlinear) semigroups (see Chernoff and
Marsden [5]). A simple example illustrating the importance of the underlying topology
is given by the canonical symplectic structure on b� b� , where b is a Banach space.
This canonical symplectic structure is in general weak; if b is reflexive then it is strong.

Similarly to the finite dimensional case (see eg. Vaisman [39]) the product P1 �P2

of the Banach Poisson manifolds and the reduction in the sense of Marsden–Ratiu
[19] of the Poisson structure of P to the submanifolds �W N ,! P have the functorial
character.

Theorem 4.2 Given the Banach Poisson manifolds .P1; f�; �g1/ and .P2; f�; �g2/ there
is a unique Banach Poisson structure f�; �g12 on the product manifold P1�P2 such that

(i) the canonical projections �1W P1�P2!P1 and �2W P1�P2!P2 are Poisson
maps, and

(ii) the images ��
1
.C1.P1// and ��

2
.C1.P2// are Poisson commuting subalgebras

of C1.P1 �P2/.

This unique Poisson structure on P1 �P2 is called the product Poisson structure and
its bracket is given by the formula

(4-14) ff;gg12.p1;p2/D ffp2
;gp2
g1.p1/Cffp1

;gp1
g2.p2/;

where fp1
;gp1

2 C1.P2/ and fp2
;gp2

2 C1.P1/ are the partial functions given by
fp1

.p2/D fp2
.p1/D f .p1;p2/ and similarly for g .

Proof of this theorem can be found in Odzijewicz–Ratiu [25]. The functorial character
of the product follows from the formula (4-14).

One should address [25] for an outline of Poisson reduction for Banach Poisson mani-
folds. Let .P; f�; �gP / be a real Banach Poisson manifold (in the sense of Definition 4.1),
i W N ,! P be a (locally closed) submanifold, and E � .TP /jN be a subbundle of the
tangent bundle of P restricted to N . For simplicity we make the following topological
regularity assumption throughout this section: E \ TN is the tangent bundle to a
foliation F whose leaves are the fibers of a submersion � W N !M WDN=F , that is,
one assumes that the quotient topological space N=F admits the quotient manifold
structure. The subbundle E is said to be compatible with the Poisson structure provided
the following condition holds: if U �P is any open subset and f;g 2C1.U / are two
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arbitrary functions whose differentials df and dg vanish on E , then dff;ggP also
vanishes on E . The triple .P;N;E/ is said to be reducible, if E is compatible with
the Poisson structure on P and the manifold M WD N=F carries a Poisson bracket
f�; �gM (in the sense of Definition 4.1) such that for any smooth local functions xf ; xg
on M and any smooth local extensions f;g of xf ı� , xg ı� respectively, satisfying
df jE D 0, dgjE D 0, the following relation on the common domain of definition of
f and g holds:

(4-15) ff;ggP ı i D f xf ; xggM ı�:

If .P;N;E/ is a reducible triple then .M D N=F ; f�; �gM / is called the reduced
manifold of P via .N;E/. Note that (4-15) guarantees that if the reduced Poisson
bracket f�; �gM on M exists, it is necessarily unique.

Given a subbundle E � TP , its annihilator is defined as the subbundle Eı WD f˛ 2

T �P j h˛; vi D 0 for all v 2Eg of T �P .

The following statement generalizes the finite dimensional Poisson reduction theorem
of Marsden and Ratiu [19].

Theorem 4.3 Let P , N , E be as above and assume that E is compatible with the
Poisson structure on P . The triple .P;N;E/ is reducible if and only if ].Eın/ �
TnN CEn for every n 2N .

The proof is given by Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25]. Therein one can also find the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.4 Let .P1;N1;E1/ and .P2;N2;E2/ be Poisson reducible triples and
assume that 'W P1! P2 is a Poisson map satisfying '.N1/�N2 and T '.E1/�E2 .
Let Fi be the regular foliation on Ni defined by the subbundle Ei and denote by
�i W Ni ! Mi WD Ni=Fi , i D 1; 2, the reduced Poisson manifolds. Then there is
a unique induced Poisson map x'W M1 ! M2 , called the reduction of ' , such that
�2 ı' D x' ı�1 .

It shows the functorial character of the proposed Poisson reduction procedure.

If the Banach Poisson manifold .P; f�; �g/ has an almost complex structure, that is,
there exists a smooth vector bundle map I W TP ! TP covering the identity which
satisfies I2 D � id. The question then arises what does it mean for the Poisson and
almost complex structures to be compatible. The Poisson structure � is said to be
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compatible with the almost complex structure I if the following diagram commutes:

T �P TP
]

//

T �P

T �P

OO

I�

T �P TP
] // TP

TP

I

��

;

that is,

(4-16) I ı ]C ] ı I� D 0:

The decomposition

(4-17) � D �.2;0/C�.1;1/C�.0;2/

induced by the almost complex structure I , implies in view of the fact that � is real,
that the compatibility condition (4-16) is equivalent to

(4-18) �.1;1/ D 0 and x�.2;0/ D �.0;2/:

By (4-18), condition Œ�; ��S D 0 is equivalent to

(4-19) Œ�.2;0/; �.2;0/�S D 0 and Œ�.2;0/; x�.2;0/�S D 0:

If (4-16) holds, the triple .P; f�; �g; I/ is called an almost complex Banach Poisson
manifold. If I is given by a complex analytic structure PC on P it will be called a
complex Banach Poisson manifold. For finite dimensional complex manifolds these
structures were introduced and studied by Lichnerowicz [16].

Denote by O�.k;0/.PC/ and O�.k;0/.PC/ the space of holomorphic k –forms and
k –vector fields respectively. If

(4-20) ]
�
O�.1;0/.PC/

�
�O�.1;0/.PC/;

that is, the Hamiltonian vector field Xf is holomorphic for any holomorphic function f ,
then, in addition to (4-18) and (4-19), one has �.2;0/2O�.2;0/

�
PC
�
. As one can expect,

the compatibility condition (4-20) is stronger than (4-16). Note that (4-20) implies the
second condition in (4-19). Thus the compatibility condition (4-20) induces on the
underlying complex Banach manifold PC a holomorphic Poisson tensor �C WD �.2;0/ .
A pair

�
PC; �C

�
consisting of an analytic complex manifold PC and a holomorphic

skew symmetric contravariant two-tensor field �C such that Œ�C; �C �S D 0 and (4-20)
holds will be called a holomorphic Banach Poisson manifold.
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Consider now a holomorphic Poisson manifold .P; �/. Denote by PR the underlying
real Banach manifold and define the real two-vector field �R WD Re� . It is easy to
see that

�
PR; �R

�
is a real Poisson manifold compatible with the complex Banach

manifold structure of P and .�R/C D � . Summing up we see that there are two
procedures, which can be called complexification and realification of Poisson structures
on complex manifolds, that are mutually inverse in the following sense: a holomorphic
Poisson manifold corresponds in a bijective manner to a real Poisson manifold whose
Poisson tensor is compatible with the underlying complex manifold structure.

5 Banach Lie–Poisson spaces

Now we shall consider a subcategory of Banach Poisson manifolds consisting of the
linear Banach Poisson manifolds, that is, P D b and the Poisson tensor � is also linear.
Let us first recall that the Banach Lie algebra (g; Œ�; ��) is a Banach space equipped with
the continuous Lie bracket Œ�; ��W g�g!g. For x2g one defines the adjoint adx W g!g,
adx g WD Œx;y�, and coadjoint ad�x W g

�! g� map which are also continuous.

According to Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25] we give the following definition, which
formalizes the concept of Lie–Poisson space discussed in the Section 2.

Definition 5.1 A Banach Lie–Poisson space (b; f�; �g) is a real or complex Poisson
manifold such that b is a Banach space and its dual b� � C1.b/ is a Banach Lie
algebra under the Poisson bracket operation.

The relation between the category of Banach Lie–Poisson spaces and the category of
Banach Lie algebras is described by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2 The Banach space b is a Banach Lie–Poisson space .b; f�; �g/ if and only
if it is predual b� D g of some Banach Lie algebra .g; Œ�; ��/ satisfying ad�x b� b� g�

for all x 2 g. The Poisson bracket is given by

(5-1) ff;gg.b/D hŒDf .b/;Dg.b/�I bi;

for arbitrary f;g 2 C1.b/, where b 2 b.

For the proof of the theorem see [25]. One can see from (5-1) that the Poisson tensor
� 2 �1

�V2
T ��b

�
of Banach Lie–Poisson space is given by

(5-2) �.b/D hŒ�; ��I bi:

Here we used identification T b Š b � b, T �b Š g � b and T ��b Š g� � b. So �
linearly depends on b 2 b. Therefore, a morphism between two Banach Lie–Poisson
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spaces b1 and b2 is defined by a continuous linear map ˆW b1! b2 that preserves
the linear Poisson structure, that is,

(5-3) ff ıˆ;g ıˆg1 D ff;gg2 ıˆ

for any f;g 2 C1.b2/. It will be called a linear Poisson map. Therefore Banach
Lie–Poisson spaces form a category, which we shall denote by P .

Let us denote by L the category of Banach Lie algebras. Let L0 be subcategory of
L which consists of Banach Lie algebras g admitting preduals b, that is, b� D g,
and ad�g b � b � g� . A morphism ‰W g1! g2 in the category L0 is a Banach Lie
algebras homomorphism such that its dual map ‰�W g�

2
! g�

1
preserves preduals, that

is, ‰�b2 � b1 . In general it could happen that the same Banach algebra g has more
than one non-isomorphic preduals. Therefore, let us define the category PL0 the
objects of which are the pairs .b; g/ such that b� D g and morphisms are defined as
for L0 .

Proposition 5.3 The contravariant functor F W P! PL0 defined by F.b/D .b; b�/
and F.ˆ/ D ˆ� gives an isomorphism of categories. The inverse of F is given by
F�1.b; g/D b and F�1.‰/D‰�

jb2
, where ‰W g1! g2 .

This statement is the direct consequence of Theorem 5.2.

The linearity of Poisson tensor � allows us to present Hamilton equation (4-7) in the
form

(5-4)
d

dt
b D� ad�dh.b/ b;

which, as we shall see later, is a natural generalization of the rigid body equation of
motion (as well as von Neumann–Liouville equation) to the case of general Banach
Lie–Poisson space.

For the same reasons the fiber Sb of the characteristic distribution at b 2 b is given by

(5-5) Sb D f� ad�x b W x 2 gg:

We recall here that T bŠ b � b and TbbŠ b.

Now, let us discuss the question of integrability of the characteristic distribution S .
Following Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25] we shall assume that:

(i) b is a predual g� for g which is Banach Lie algebra of a connected Banach Lie
group G ;
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(ii) the coadjoint action of G on the dual g� preserves g�� g� , that is, Ad�g g�� g�
for any g 2G ;

(iii) for any b 2 b the coadjoint isotropy subgroup Gb WD fg 2G W Ad�g b D bg is a
Lie subgroup of G that is, a submanifold of G .

It was shown, see Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25, Theorems 7.3 and 7.4] that under these
assumptions one has:

(i) the quotient space G=Gb is a connected Banach weak symplectic manifold with
the weak symplectic form !b given by

(5-6) !b.Œg�/.Tg�.TeLg�/;Tg�.TeLg�// WD hbI Œ�; ��i;

where �; � 2 g, g 2G , Œg� WD �.g/ and � W G!G=Gb is quotient submersion,
LgW G!G is a left action map;

(ii) the map

(5-7) �bW Œg� 2G=Gb �! Ad�
g�1 b 2 g� D b

is an injective weak immersion of the quotient manifold G=Gb into b;

(iii) TŒg��b.TŒg�.G=Gb//D SAd�
g�1

b for each Œg� 2G=Gb ;

(iv) the weak immersion bbW G=Gb! b is maximal;

(v) the form !b is consistent with the Banach Lie–Poisson structure of b defined
by (5-1).

Summing up the above facts we conclude that �bW G=Gb! b is a symplectic leaf of
the characteristic distribution (4-8).

Endowing the coadjoint orbit

(5-8) Ob WD fAd�
g�1 b W g 2Gg

with the smooth manifold structure of the quotient space G=Gb one obtains a diffeo-
morphism �bW G=Gb!Ob . The weak symplectic form .��1

b
/�!b is, given (similar as

in the finite dimensional case) by the Kirillov formula

(5-9)
�
��1
b

��
!b

�
Ad�

g�1 b
��

ad�Adg �
Ad�

g�1 b; ad�Adg �
Ad�

g�1 b
�
D hbI Œ�; ��i

for g 2G , �; � 2 g and b 2 bD g� .

The following theorem gives equivalent conditions on b 2 b which guarantee that
�bW G=Gb! g� is an injective immersion.
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Theorem 5.4 Let G be the Banach Lie group G and b 2 g� . Suppose that Ad�g g� �

g� , for any g 2 G , and the isotropy subgroup Gb is a Lie subgroup of G . Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) �bW G=Gb! g� is an injective immersion;

(ii) the characteristic subspace S� D fad�� b W � 2 gg is closed in g� ;

(iii) S� D g0
� , where g0

� is the annihilator of g� in g� .

Under any of the hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii), the two-form defined by (5-9) is a strong
symplectic form on the manifold Ob �G=Gb .

Proof See Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25, Theorem 7.5].

Further we shall make use of the concept of quasi immersion �W N !M between
the two Banach manifolds, see Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu [1] and Bourbaki [4] for
example. By the definition �W N!M is quasi immersion if for every n2N the tangent
map Tn�W TnN ! T�.n/M is injective with the closed range. From Theorem 5.4 we
conclude that �bW G=Gb! g� is a quasi immersion if and only if it is an immersion.

Another important question is what are the conditions on b 2 b guaranteeing that
�bW G=Gb! g� is an embedding, that is, when Ob is submanifold of the Banach Lie–
Poisson space g� . There are examples of finite dimensional groups G and b 2 g� such
that �bW G=Gb! g� is not an embedding. For the general Banach case this problem is
evidently more complicated. Here, opposite to the finite dimensional case, we shall be
looking for the examples of an embedded symplectic leaves �bW G=Gb! g� .

Example 5.1 The Lie algebra .L1.H/; Œ�; ��/ is the Banach group GL1.H/ which
is open in L1.H/. The same holds true for .U1.H/; Œ�; ��/ which is Lie algebra of the
Banach Lie group GU1.H/ of the unitary operators in H . So the group GL1.H/
(GU1.H/ respectively) acts on L1.H/ (and U 1.H/) by the coadjoint representation

Ad�gW L
1.H/!L1.H/ for g 2GL1.H/(5-10)

Ad�g.�/D g�g�1:(5-11)

For g 2GU1.H/ and � 2 U 1.H/ one has

(5-12) Ad�g �D g�g� :

It is proved by Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25] that orbits

(5-13) O�0
D Ad�G �0;
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where G DGL1.H/ or G DGU1.H/, are symplectic leaves. But in general case
the Kirillov symplectic form !O is only weak symplectic and in consequence the
quotient manifold G=G� is a weak symplectic manifold and the map

(5-14) �W G=G�0
3 Œg�! Ad�g �0 2O�0

� g� DL1.H/ or U 1.H/

is an injective weak immersion. The weak symplectic structure !O is consistent with
Banach Lie–Poisson structure of g� . It means that

(5-15) ff;ggg� ı �D ff ı �;g ı �gO;

where f;g 2 C1.g�/ and Poisson bracket f�; �gO is defined for the functions f ı �
and g ı � only. The situation looks better for the orbits O�0

generated from finite
rank (dim.im �0/ <1) elements �0 . In this case Hermitian element �0 D �

�
0

can be
decomposed on the finite sum of orthonormal projectors

(5-16) �0 D

NX
kD1

�kPk ;

NX
kD0

Pk D 1; PkPl D ıklPl ;

where dim.ker P0/
?D1, dim.ker Pk/

?<1 �k¤�l 2R and �k¤0 for N >k >1

and �0 D 0. Therefore one has splitting [25]

(5-17) T�0
U 1.H/D

8<:
NX

k¤lD0

Pk�Pl W � 2 U 1.H/

9=;˚
(

NX
kD0

Pk�Pk W � 2 U 1.H/
)

in which the first component is

(5-18) S�0
Š T�0

OD i Œ�0;U
1.H/�

and the second one is the intersection

(5-19) U1�0
.H/\U 1.H/

of the stabilizer of Lie–Banach subalgebra U1�0
.H/ with U 1.H/. One can conclude

from this [25] that the map

(5-20) �W GU1.H/=GU1�0
.H/ ���!O�0

� U 1.H/

is an injective smooth immersion and .O�0
; !O/ is strong symplectic manifold.

The orbit O�0
has two naturally defined topologies:

(i) the relative topology TR : � is open iff there exists z� open in U 1.H/ such that
�D z�\O�0

(ii) the quotient topology TQ : � is open iff .� ı�/�1.�/ is open in GU1.H/,
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where the map � is the quotient projection

(5-21) � W GU1.H/ �!GU1.H/=GU1�0
.H/

of the Banach–Lie group GU1.H/ onto the quotient space GU1.H/=GU1�0
.H/.

The coadjoint action map

(5-22) Ad�W GU1.H/�U 1.H/ �! U 1.H/

is continuous and thus the map

(5-23) Ad��0
W GU1.H/ �! U 1.H/

defined by Ad��0
g D g�0g� is also continuous. Because of this fact the set

(5-24)
�
Ad��0

��1
.�/D��1

ı��1.�/D .�ı�/�1.!/Dfg2GU1.H/ Wg�0g� 2�g

is open in k�k1–topology of the unitary group GU1.H/ if O�0
� � is open in

relative topology TR . The above proves that if � 2 TR then � 2 TQ .

It would be shown that the injective smooth immersion is an embedding if we construct
a section

(5-25) S W � �!GU1.H/

continuous with respect to the relative topology TR .

Indeed assuming that � is continuous in quotient topology it follows that .� ı�/�1.�/

is open in GU1.H/. Thus S�1
�
.� ı�/�1.�/

�
D .� ı � ıS/�1 D id�1.�/ D � is

open in topology TR .

In particular we have the above situation if �0 has finite rank. Therefore, for example,
the map �W CP .H/! U 1.H/ defined by (3-38) is an embedding.

Now, following Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25] we shall describe the internal structure of
morphisms of Banach Lie–Poisson spaces.

Proposition 5.5 Let ˆW b1!b2 be a linear Poisson map between Banach Lie–Poisson
spaces and assume that imˆ is closed in b2 . Then the Banach space b1= kerˆ is
predual to b�

2
= kerˆ� , that is .b1= kerˆ/� Š b�

2
= kerˆ� . In addition, b�

2
= kerˆ� is a

Banach Lie–Poisson algebra satisfying the condition ad�Œx� .b1= kerˆ/� b1= kerˆ for
all x 2 b�

2
and b1= kerˆ is a Banach Lie–Poisson space. Moreover, one has

(i) the quotient map � W b1! b1= kerˆ is a surjective linear Poisson map;
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(ii) the map �W b1= kerˆ!b2 defined by �.Œb�/Dˆ.b/ is an injective linear Poisson
map;

(iii) the decomposition ˆD � ı� into the surjective and injective linear Poisson map
is valid.

Proof See Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25].

So, as in linear algebra, one can reduce the investigation of linear Poisson maps
with closed range to the surjective and injective subcases. Due to Theorem 5.2 and
Proposition 5.3 one can characterize linear Poisson maps using Banach Lie algebraic
terminology.

Let us consider firstly the surjective linear continuous map � W b1! b2 of a Banach
Lie–Poisson space .b1; f�; �g1/ just only on a Banach space. It is easy to see that the
dual map ��W b�

2
! b�

1
is a continuous injective linear map and im�� is closed in b�

1
.

So, one can identify im�� with the dual b�
2

of Banach space b2 .

Assuming additionally that im�� is Banach Lie subalgebra one shows that im��Š b�
2

satisfies conditions of Theorem 5.2 (see [25, Section 4]) and thus conclude that the
following proposition is valid.

Proposition 5.6 Let .b1; f�; �g1/ be a Banach Lie–Poisson space and let � W b1! b2

be a continuous linear surjective map onto b2 . Then b2 possess the unique Banach
Lie–Poisson structure f�; �g2 if and only if im�� � b�

1
is closed under the Lie bracket

Œ�; ��1 of b�
1

. The map ��W b�
2
! b�

1
is a Banach Lie algebra morphism whose dual

���W b��
1
! b��

2
maps b1 into b2 .

The uniquely defined Banach Poisson–Lie structure f�; �g2 , following Vaisman [39],
we shall call coinduced by � from Banach Lie–Poisson space .b1; f�; �g1/. We shall
illustrate the importance of the coinduction procedure presenting the following example,
see [25].

Example 5.2 Let .g; Œ�; ��/ be a complex Banach Lie algebra admitting a predual g�
satisfying ad�x g� � g� for every x 2 g. Then, by Theorem 5.2, the predual g� admits
a holomorphic Banach Lie–Poisson structure, whose holomorphic Poisson tensor �
is given by (5-2). We shall work with the realification .g�R; �R/ of .g�; �/ in the
sense of Section 4. We want to construct a real Banach space g�� with a real Banach
Lie–Poisson structure �� such that g�� ˝ C D g� and �� is coinduced from �R

in the sense of Proposition 5.6. To this end, introduce a continuous R–linear map
� W g�R! g�R satisfying the properties:
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(i) �2 D id;

(ii) the dual map ��W gR! gR defined by

(5-26) h��z; bi D hz; �bi

for z 2 gR , b 2 g�R and where h�; �i is the pairing between the complex Banach
spaces g and g� , is a homomorphism of the Lie algebra .gR; Œ�; ��/;

(iii) � ı I C I ı � D 0, where I W gR! gR is defined by

(5-27) hz; Ibi WD hI�z; bi WD ihz; bi

for z 2 gR , b 2 g�R .

Consider the projectors

(5-28) R WD 1
2
.idC�/ R� WD 1

2
.idC��/

and define g�� WD im R, g� WD im R� . Then one has the splittings

(5-29) g�R D g�� ˚ Ig�� and gR D g� ˚ Ig�

into real Banach subspaces. One can canonically identify the splittings (5-29) with the
splitting

(5-30) g�� ˝R C D
�
g�� ˝R R

�
˚
�
g�� ˝R Ri

�
:

Thus one obtains isomorphisms g�� ˝R C Š g� and g� ˝R C Š g of complex Banach
spaces.

For any x;y 2 gR one has

(5-31) ŒR�x;R�y�DR�Œx;R�y�

and thus g� is a real Banach Lie subalgebra of gR . From the relationship

(5-32)
Rehz; bi D hR�zRbiC hI�R�I�z; IRIbi

D hR�zRbiC h.1�R�/z; .1�R/bi

valid for all z 2 gR and b 2 g�R (where the identities R D 1C IRI and R� D

1C I�R�I� were used for the last equality) one concludes that the annihilator .g��/
ı

of g�� in gR equals I�g� . Therefore g�� is the predual of g� .

Taking into account all of the above facts we conclude from Proposition 5.6 that
g�� carries a real Banach Lie–Poisson structure f�; �gg�� coinduced by RW g�R! g�� .
According to (5-32), the bracket f�; �gg�� is given by

(5-33) ff;ggg�� .�/D hŒdf .�/; dg.�/�; �i;
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where � 2 g�� and the pairing on the right is between g�� and g� . In addition, for any
real valued functions f;g 2 C1.g��/ and any b 2 g�R we have

ff ıR;g ıRggR.b/D RehŒd.f ıR/.b/; d.g ıR/.b/�; bi

D hR�Œd.f ıR/.b/; d.g ıR/.b/�;R.b/i

C h.1�R�/Œd.f ıR/.b/; d.g ıR/.b/�; .1�R/bi

D hR�ŒR�df .R.b//;R�dg.R.b//�;R.b/i

C h.1�R�/ŒR�df .R.b//;R�dg.R.b//�; .1�R/bi

D hŒdf .R.b//; dg.R.b//�;R.b/i

D ff;ggg�� .R.b//;

where we have used (5-31). This computation proves, independently of Proposition 5.6,
that RW g�R! g�� is a linear Poisson map.

The injective ingredient of the linear Poisson map (see Proposition 5.5) is described as
follows.

Proposition 5.7 Let b1 be a Banach space, .b2; f�; �g2/ be a Banach Lie–Poisson
space, and �W b1! b2 be an injective continuous linear map with closed range. Then
b1 carries a unique Banach Lie–Poisson structure f�; �g1 such that � is a linear Poisson
map if and only if ker �� is an ideal in the Banach Lie algebra b�

2
.

Proof See Odzijewicz and Ratiu [25].

Opposite to the previous case, we shall call the Banach Lie–Poisson structure f�; �g1
induced from .b2; f�; �g2/ by the map �.

As an example of the structure of such type we describe Banach Lie-Poisson spaces
related to infinite Toda lattice, see Odzijewicz and Ratiu [26].

Example 5.3 Fixing the Schauder basis fjnihmjg1
n;mD0

of L1.H/, we define the
Banach subspaces of L1.H/:

� L1
�.H/ WD f� 2L1.H/ j �nm D 0 for m> ng (lower triangular trace class)

� L1
�;k
.H/ WD f� 2 L1

�.H/ j �nm D 0 for n > mC kg (lower k –diagonal trace
class)

� I1
�;k
.H/ WD f� 2L1

�.H/ j �nm D 0 for n 6 mCkg (lower triangular trace class
with zero first k –diagonals)
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� I1
C;k

.H/ WD f� 2 L1
C;k

.H/ j �nm D 0 for m > nC kg (upper triangular trace
class with zero first k –diagonals).

Similarly, using the biorhogonal family of functionals fjlihkjg1
l;kD0

in L1.H/ Š
L1.H/� we define Banach subspaces of L1.H/:

� L1C .H/ WD fx 2L1.H/ j xnm D 0 for m< ng (upper triangular bounded)

� L1
C;k

.H/ WD fx 2L1C .H/ jxnmD0 for m>nCkg (upper k –diagonal bounded)

� I1
�;k
.H/ WD fx 2L1� .H/ j xnm D 0 for n 6 mC kg (lower triangular bounded

with zero first k –diagonals)

� I1
C;k

.H/ WD fx 2L1C .H/ j xnm D 0 for m > nC kg (upper triangular bounded
with zero first k –diagonals)

One has the splittings

L1.H/DL1
�.H/˚ I1

C;1.H/(5-34)

L1
�.H/DL1

�;k.H/˚ I1
�;k.H/(5-35)

L1.H/DL1C .H/˚ I1
�;1.H/(5-36)

L1C .H/DL1
C;k.H/˚ I1

C;k.H/(5-37)

and the non-degenerate pairing (3-11) relates the above splittings by

.L1
�.H//� Š .I1

C;1.H//
ı
DL1

C;1.H/(5-38)

.L1
�;k.H//

�
Š .I1

�;k.H//
ı
DL1

C;k.H/;(5-39)

where ı denotes the annihilator of the Banach subspace in the dual of the ambient
space.

The space L1C .H/ is the associative Banach subalgebra of L1.H/ and I1
C;k

.H/ is
the Banach ideal of L1C .H/. Then they are Banach Lie subalgebra and Banach Lie
ideal of .L1.H/; Œ�; ��/ respectively.

The associative Banach Lie groups are

GL1C .H/ WDGL1.H/\L1C .H/(5-40)

GI1
C;k.H/ WD .IC I1

C;k.H/\GL1C .H/:(5-41)

Now, let us take the Banach spaces map �k W L1
�;k
.H/ ,!L1

�.H/ defined by the splitting
(5-35). It is clear that it satisfies the conditions of the Proposition 5.7. Therefore L1

�;k
is
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the Banach Lie–Poisson space predual to the Banach Lie algebra L1C .H/=I1C;k.H/Š
L1
C;k

.H/ with the bracket

(5-42) ŒX;Y �k D

k�1X
lD0

lX
iD0

�
xis

i.yl�i/�yis
i.xl�i/

�
S l

of X D
Pk�1

lD0 xlS
l and Y D

Pk�1
lD0 ylS

l , where

(5-43) S WD

1X
nD0

jnihnC 1j 2L1.H/

and xl ;yl are the elements of subalgebra L1
0
.H/ of diagonal elements in L1C .H/.

We define the map sW L1
0
.H/!L1

0
.H/ by

(5-44) Sx D s.x/S:

One has an isomorphism of GL1C .H/=GI1
C;k

with the group

(5-45) GL1
C;k D

�
gD

k�1X
iD0

giS
i

ˇ̌̌̌
gi 2L10 ; jg0j> ".g0/I for some ".g0/ > 0

�
;

of invertible elements in the Banach associative algebra .L1
C;k

.H/; ık/ with the product
of elements given by

(5-46) X ık Y WD

k�1X
lD0

� lX
iD0

xis
i.yl�i/

�
S l :

Finally the induced Poisson bracket on L1
�;k
.H/ is given by

(5-47) ff;ggk.�/D
k�1X
lD0

lX
iD0

Tr
�
�l

�
ıf

ı�i
.�/si

�
ıg

ı�l�i

.�/

�
�
ıg

ı�i
.�/si

�
ıf

ı�l�i

.�/

���
;

where �D
Pk�1

lD0 .S
T /l�l and �i are diagonal trace-class operators and ST is conju-

gation of S .

In the example given below we show that Flaschka map is a momentum map, see
Odzijewicz and Ratiu [26].
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Example 5.4 Let us recall that by definition l1 and l1 are

l1 WD

�
q D fqkg

1
kD0 W kqk1 WD sup

kD0;1;:::

jqk j<1

�
(5-48)

l1
WD

�
p D fpkg

1
kD0 W kpk1 WD

1X
kD0

jpk j<1

�
(5-49)

The spaces l1 and l1 are in duality, that is, .l1/� D l1 relatively to the strongly
nondegenerate duality pairing

(5-50) hq;pi D

1X
kD0

qkpk :

Thus the space l1 � l1 is a weak symplectic Banach space relative to the canonical
weak symplectic form

(5-51) !..q;p/; .q0;p0//D hq;p0i � hq0;pi;

for q; q0 2 l1 and p;p0 2 l1 .

Let us define the map

(5-52) J�.q;p/ WD pCST �es.q/�q

of the canonical weak symplectic Banach space .l1 � l1; !/ into the Banach Lie–
Poisson space L1

�;2
.H/, where ST � is a generic lower diagonal element of L1

�;2
.H/.

In the following we shall call J� the Flaschka map. We identify l1 with L1
0
.H/ and

l1 with L1
0
.H/. Having fixed ST � 2L1

�;2
.H/, we define the action

(5-53) ��g .q;p/ WD
�
qC log g0;pCg1g�1

0 �es.q/�q
Czs

�
g1g�1

0 �es.q/�q
�
.I�p0/

�
;

where g0Cg1S 2GL1
C;2
.H/ and .q;p/ 2 l1 � l1 .

One can prove that

(i) J� is a Poisson map, that is, ff ıJ� ;g ıJ�g! D ff;gg2 ıJ� , for all f;g 2
C1.L1

�;2
.H//;

(ii) J� is GL1
C;2
.H/–equivariant, that is, J� ı ��g D

�
Ad�;2

��
g�1
ı J� for any

g 2GL1
C;2
.H/.

Resuming the above statements we can say that Flaschka map (5-52) is a momentum
map of the weak symplectic Banach space .l1 � l1; !/ into the Banach Lie–Poisson
space L1

�;2
.H/.
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6 Preduals of W �–algebras and conditional expectations

The physically important and mathematically interesting subcategory of Banach Lie–
Poisson spaces is given by the preduals of W �–algebras. Let us recall that W �–algebra
is a C �–algebra M, which possesses a predual Banach space M� . For given M its
predual M� is defined in the unique way, see eg. Sakai [29] and Takesaki [33]. By
Sakai theorem the W �–algebra is an abstract presentation of von Neumann algebra.
The existence of M� defines �.M;M�/ topology on the M. Below we shall use a term
� –topology. A net fx˛g˛2A �M converges to x 2M in � –topology if, by definition,
lim˛2Ahx˛I bi D hxI bi for any b 2M� . One can characterize the predual space M�
as the Banach subspace of M� consisting of all � –continuous linear functionals, eg.
see [29]. The left

(6-1) LaW M 3 x �! ax 2M

and right

(6-2) RaW M 3 c �! xa 2M

multiplication by a 2M are continuous maps with respect to norm-topology as well
as � –topology. Thus their duals L�aW M

�!M� and R�aW M
�!M� preserve M�

which is canonically embedded Banach subspace of M� .

The W �–algebra is a Banach Lie algebra with the commutator Œ�; �� as Lie bracket.
One has ada D Œa; ��D La �Ra and ad�a D L�a �R�a . Therefore ad�a M� �M� for
each a 2M. The above proves that the conditions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. Thus
one has

Proposition 6.1 The predual M� of W �–algebra M is a Banach Lie–Poisson space
with the Poisson bracket ff;gg of f;g 2 C1.M�/ given by (5-1).

The above statement is remarkable, since it says that the space of quantum states M�
can be considered as an infinite dimensional classical phase space.

Now, let us introduce the concept of quantum reduction, physical meaning of which
will be clarified subsequently.

Definition 6.2 A quantum reduction is the linear map RW M�!M� of the predual
of W �–algebra M such that

(i) R2 DR and kRk D 1

(ii) the range im R� of the dual map R�W M!M is a C �–subalgebra of M.
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The properties of R�W M!M we present in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.3 One has

(i) R�
2
DR� and kR�k D 1

(ii) R�W M!M is � –continuous

(iii) im R� is � –closed

(iv) im R� is W �–subalgebra of M.

Proof

(i) For any x 2M and b 2M� one has

(6-3) hR�
2
xI bi D hxIR2bi D hxIRbi D hR�xI bi;

which gives R�
2
DR� and 1 6 kR�k. On the other hand

(6-4)
R�x

D sup
b¤0

jhR�xI bij

kbk
D sup

b¤0

jhxIRbij

kbk
6 sup

b¤0

kxk
kRbk

kbk
D kxk ;

so, kR�k6 1.

(ii) Let a net fx˛g˛2A �M converge x˛
�
��! x to x 2M in � –topology. Thus

(6-5) hR�x˛I bi D hx˛IRbi
�
�! hxIRbi D hR�xI bi

for all b 2M� , and hence R�x˛
�
�!R�x .

(iii) If R�x˛
�
��! y from (ii) one has R�x˛DR�R�x˛

�
��!R�y: Thus yDR�y 2

im R� .

(iv) From (iii) it follows that if im R� is � –closed then it is a W �–subalgebra.

We see from statement (iv) of Proposition 6.3 that in the condition (ii) of Definition 6.2
one can equivalently assume that im R� is W �–subalgebra of M.

For the probability theory the concept of conditional expectation is crucial. It can
be extended to the non-commutative probability theory which forms mathematical
language of quantum statistical physics and the theory of quantum measurement, see
Takesaki [33; 34; 35], Sakai [29] and Holevo [10]. By the definition, see, for example,
Sakai [29] or Tomiyama [36] the normal conditional expectation is a � –continuous,
idempotent map EW M!M of norm one which maps M onto a C �–subalgebra N.
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Proposition 6.4 Let RW M�!M� be a quantum reduction. Then R�W M!M is
the normal conditional expectation. Conversely if EW M!M is a normal conditional
expectation then E�W M�!M� preserves M� �M� and R WD E�

jM�
is the quantum

reduction.

Proof It follows from Proposition 6.3 that R�W M!M is normal conditional expec-
tation. Since EW M!M is � –continuous one has

(6-6) hE�bIx˛i D hbIEx˛i ! hbIExi D hE�bIxi

for any x˛
�
��! x and b 2M� , so E�b 2M� . It is clear that

�
E�
jM�

�2
D E�

jM�
andE�

jM�

D 1. For any x 2M and b 2M� one also has

(6-7) hExI bi D
˝
xIE�

jM�
b
˛
D
˝�
E�
jM�

��
xI b

˛
;

which is equivalent to
�
E�
jM�

��
D E. The above proves the last statement of the

proposition.

Concluding, we see that any quantum reduction R is the predual E� of a normal
conditional expectation and vice versa any normal conditional expectation E is the
dual R� for some quantum reduction. From � –continuity of E follows that the C �–
subalgebra ND imE is � –closed, that is, it is W �–subalgebra. Its predual Banach
space N� is isomorphic to imE� . So from Proposition 5.6 we obtain:

Proposition 6.5 The predual E�W M� ! N� of a normal conditional expectation
EW M!N�M is the surjective linear Poisson map of Banach Lie–Poisson spaces.
The Lie–Poisson structure of N� is coinduced by E� from Banach Lie–Poisson space
M� .

We shall see from the examples presented below that E�W M�!M� could be consid-
ered as the mathematical realization of the measurement operation. Therefore by virtue
of Proposition 6.5 one can consider the measurement as a linear Poisson morphism.

Example 6.1 If p 2M is self-adjoint projector, that is, p2 D p D p� , then the map

(6-8) Ep.x/ WD pxp;

can be easily seen to satisfy all the properties defining the normal conditional expectation.
The range imEp is a hereditary W �–subalgebra of M. Any hereditary W �–subalgebra
of M is the range of the normal conditional expectation Ep for some self-adjoint
projector p 2M, see for example Sakai [29] for the proof of the above facts.
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Example 6.2 Let the family fp˛g˛2I �M of self-adjoint mutually orthogonal pro-
jectors gives the orthogonal resolution

P
˛ p˛ D 1 of unity 1 2M. It defines the

normal conditional expectation EW M!M by

(6-9) E.x/ WD
X
˛2I

p˛xp˛;

where the summation in (6-9) is taken in the sense of � –topology.

In order to see this let us consider M as a von Neumann algebra of operators on the
Hilbert space H . Then for v 2H one has
(6-10)

kE.x/vk2 D

X
˛

p˛xp˛v

2

D

X
˛

kp˛xp˛vk
2 6

X
˛

kxk2 kp˛vk
2
D kxk2 kvk2 ;

which gives kE.x/k6 1. Thus since fp˛g˛2I is orthogonal resolution of unit the map
E is an idempotent, that is, E2 D E, of the norm kEk D 1. The direct computation
shows that

E.x/� D E.x�/(6-11)

E.x/E.y/D E.E.x/E.y//(6-12)

for any x;y 2M. Let xi
�
��! x and � 2L1.H/ be such that hxI bi D Tr.x�/. Thus

(6-13) hE.x/I bi D Tr
�
�
X
˛

p˛xip˛

�
D Tr

�
xi

X
˛2I

p˛�p˛

�
�
��!

Tr
�
x
X
˛

p˛�p˛

�
D Tr.E.x/�/D hE.x/I bi

for any b 2M� . This shows that E is � –continuous.

The range imE of the normal conditional expectation (6-9) can be characterized as the
commutant of the set fp˛g˛2I of self-adjoint projectors.

Example 6.3 The W �–tensor product M˝N of the W �–algebras M and N by
definition is .M� ˝˛0

N�/
� D .M� ˝˛0

N�/
��=I , where the two-side ideal I is

the polar (annihilator) of M�˝˛0
N� in the second dual of M�˝˛0

N� , – a closed
subspace of .M˝˛0

N/� . In order to explain the above definition in detail we shall
follow Sakai [29]. The cross norm ˛0 is the least C �–norm among all norms ˛ on the
algebraic tensor product M˝N satisfying ˛.x�x/D ˛.x/2 and ˛.xy/6 ˛.x/˛.y/

for x;y;2M˝N. Existence of ˛0 is proved in [29, Theorem 1.2.2]. The C �–algebra
M˝˛0

N (called C �–tensor product of M and N) denotes the completion of M˝N

with respect to ˛0 . The predual Banach space M�˝˛0
N� is completion of algebraic
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tensor product M�˝N� with respect to the dual form ˛�
0

. Finally let us recall (for
example, see [29, Theorem 1.17.2]) that the second dual A�� of C �–algebra A is a
W �–algebra and A is a C �–subalgebra of A�� .

After these preliminary definitions let us define the linear map Em0
W M x̋N!M x̋N

indexed by a positive m0 2M� which satisfies h1Im0i D 1 and km0k D 1. It is
sufficient to fix the values of Em0

on the decomposable elements:

(6-14) Em0
.x˝y/ WD 1˝hxIm0iy;

where x 2M and y 2N.

Proposition 6.6 If m0 2M� is positive, km0k D 1 and h1Im0i D 1 then

Em0
W M x̋N!M x̋N

defined by (6-14) is a normal conditional expectation. Moreover

(i) imEm0
D 1 x̋N

(ii) Em0
.1˝ 1/D 1

(iii) predual Rm0
D .Em0

/� of Em0
is given by the formula

(6-15) Rm0
.n˝m/D h1Imim0˝ n

for m 2M� and n 2N� ;

(iv) Em0
.axb/D aEm0

.x/b for a; b 2 Em0
and x 2M x̋N;

(v) Em0
.x/�Em0

.x/6 Em0
.x�x/ for x 2M x̋N;

(vi) if Em0
.x�x/D 0 then x D 0;

(vii) if x > 0 then Em0
.x/> 0.

Proof See [29, Theorem 2.6.4].

Subsequently we shall discuss these three examples in detail for the case when W �–
algebra M is the algebra of all bounded operators L1.H/ on Hilbert space H . As
we shall see the normal conditional expectations and quantum reduction in this case
have concrete physical meaning.
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7 Statistical models of physical systems

Any investigation of the physical system always establishes the existence of the system
states set S and the set O of the observables related to the system. The choice of S and
O depends on our actual knowledge, experimental as well as theoretical, concerning
the system under considerations.

The observable X 2 O regarded as a measurement procedure is realized by an ex-
perimental device which after application to the system prepared in the state s 2 S
gives some real number x 2R. Repetition of the X observable measurement on the
ansamble of systems in the same state gives a sequence

(7-1) fx1; : : : ;xN g

of the real numbers. The limit of the relative frequencies

(7-2) lim
N!1

#fxi W xi 2�g

N
DW �X

s .�/;

where � 2 B.R/ is the Borel subset of R, defines a probabilistic measure �X
s on the

� –algebra B.R/ of Borel subsets of the real line R.

Thereby the measurement procedure gives the prescription

(7-3) �W O�S 3 .X; s/ �! �X
s 2 P.R/;

which maps O�S into the space P.R/ of probabilistic measures on the � –algebra of
Borel subsets B.R/.

Let us note here that the experimental construction of the map (7-3) is based on the
confidence that one can repeat individual measurement and the limit (7-2) is stable
under independent repetitions.

The pairing hX I si defined by the integral

(7-4) hX I si WD

Z
R

y�X
s .dy/

has the physical interpretation of the mean value of the observable X in the state s ,
that is, hX I si could be considered as the ”value” of the observable X in the state s .

The approach presented above, is in some sense the shortest and most abstract descrip-
tion of the statistical structure of the physical measurement applied to the system. It is
obviously not complete, since it does not yield any information concerning structures of
the spaces S and O . In order to recognize these structures one postulates additionally
certain system of axioms, see Mackey [18].
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Axiom 1 From the fact that �X
s1
D�X

s2
for all X 2O it follows s1 D s2 and provided

�
X1
s D �

X2
s for all s 2 S one has X1 DX2 .

This separability axiom means that one can separate states of the investigated system
in the experimental way; also observables are distinguished by their experimentally
obtained probability distributions in all states s 2 S of the system.

The rejection of Axiom 1 leads to the possibility of non-experimental recognition of
states and observables, which is in contradiction with the rational point of view on
physical phenomena. So, the necessity of Axiom 1 follows from Occam’s principle.

The space of probabilistic measures P.R/ has two properties important for the statistical
approach to the description of physical systems:

(i) P.R/ is a convex set, that is, for any �1; �2 2 P.R/ and p 2 Œ0; 1� one has

(7-5) p�1C .1�p/�2 2 P.R/:

(ii) Measurable functions f W R!R forming a semigroup M.R/ with respect to
superposition, act on P.R/ from the left side by

(7-6) f ��.�/ WD �.f �1.�//

that is, f �� 2M.R/ and .g ıf /� D g� ıf � for f;g 2M.R/.

The following axiom admits the possibility of mixing of the states or to define the
convex structure on S . To be more precise:

Axiom 2 For arbitrary s1; s2 2 S and any p 2 Œ0; 1� there exists s 2 S such that
�X

s D p�X
s1
C .1�p/�X

s2
for all X 2O .

It follows from Axiom 1 that s is defined by Axiom 2 in the unique way.

Let us denote by F.S/ the vector space of real valued functions �W S ! R which
have the property

(7-7) �.s/D p�.s1/C .1�p/�.s2/

for any s1; s2 2S defined by Axiom 2. For example the mean values of function hX I �i,
X 2 O given by (7-4) fulfills the property (7-7). It is natural to assume that F.S/
is spanned by mean values functions. Additionally we assume that F.S/ separates
elements of S , that is, for any s1; s2 2S there exists � 2F.S/ such that �.s1/¤�.s2/.
Under such assumptions the evaluation map E W S! F.S/0 , defined by

(7-8) E.s/.�/ WD �.s/ � 2 F.S/;
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is one-to-one. Therefore, in the case considered, the states space S can be identified
with the convex subset of the vector space F.S/0 dual to F.S/. Usually S is always
considered as a convex subset of some topological vector space, for example, see
Examples 7.1 and 7.2 presented below. So, summing up the above considerations, we
see that Axiom 2 allows to take the mixture

(7-9) s WD ps1C .1�p/s2

of the states s1 and s2 .

The extremal element of S , that is, one which does not have the decomposition (7-9)
with p 2�0; 1Œ is called a pure state.

One also postulates the axiom which permits to define the semigroup M.R/ action on
the set of observables.

Axiom 3 For any X 2O and any f 2M.R/ there exists Y 2O such that

(7-10) �Y
s D f

��X
s

for all s 2 S .

By Axiom 1 the observable Y is defined uniquely. One calls Y functionally subordi-
nated to the observable X . We shall use the commonly accepted notation Y D f .X /

subsequently. The functional subordination gives a partial ordering on O defined by

(7-11) X � Y iff there exists f 2M.R/ such that Y D f .X /:

Since the antisymmetry property, that is, if X � Y and Y � X then X D Y , is not
satisfied, the relation � is not the ordering in general.

Observables Y1; : : :Yn are called compatible if they are functionally subordinated to
some observable X : X � Y1; : : : ;X � Yn . One can measure compatible observables
by measuring observable X , it means that they can be measured simultaneously, what
is not true for the arbitrary set of observables.

Therefore, by postulated axioms, space of states S inherits from P.R/ the convex
geometry.

According to Mackey [18] we introduce the notion of the experimentally verifiable
proposition (question). By definition it is an observable q 2O such that

(7-12) �q
s .f0; 1g/D 1

for all s 2 S . Let us denote by L the set of all propositions. Since for any X 2O and
� 2 B.R/ the observable ��.X /, where �� is the indicator function of �, belongs
to L, one has lots of propositions.
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For any proposition q 2 L one defines its negation q? 2 L by

(7-13) �q
s .f1g/C�

q?

s .f1g/D 1

for all s 2 S . It is easy to see that ?W L! L is an involution.

Following Varadarajan [40] we introduce the following definition.

Definition 7.1 The logic is an orthomodular lattice L such that
W

n an and
V

n an

exist in L for any countable subset fa1; a2; : : :g � L.

For the sake of self-completeness of the text let us recall that partially ordered set L is
a lattice iff for any two a; b 2 L there is a^ b 2 L (a_ b 2 L) such that a^ b � a

and a^ b � b (a� a_ b and b � a_ b ) and c � a^ b (a_ b � c ) for any c � a and
c � b (a� c and b � c ). Binary operations ^ and _ define the algebra structure on L
and conditions

W
n an ,

V
n an 2 L mean that L is closed with respect to the countable

application of ^ and _ operations. If L has zero 0 and unity 1 and there exists map
?W L! L such that

a^ a? D 0; a_ a? D 1;(7-14)

a?? D a;(7-15)

a� b) b? � a?;(7-16)

a� b) b D a_ .b ^ a?/(7-17)

one says that L is orthomodular lattice, see Varadarajan [40].

The element b ^ a? from (7-17) is denoted by b� a. The proposition a? , which is
the negation of the proposition a, is called the orthogonal complement of a in L. One
says that propositions a and b are orthogonal and writes a? b iff a� b? and b � a? .
If a? b then proposition (question) a excludes the proposition b .

Moreover one has _
n

a?n D

�^
n

an

�?
;(7-18)

^
n

a?n D

�_
n

an

�?
;(7-19)

and .a_ b/^ c D .a^ c/_ b(7-20)

for a? b and b � c .
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The condition (7-20) is called the orthomodularity property. The stronger condition
that if b � c then .7-20/ is called the modularity property.

The element a 2 L is called an atom of L if a¤ 0 and if b � a then b D 0, that is, a

is minimal non-zero element of L. The logic L is atomic if for any element 0¤ b 2L
there exists an atom a� b .

By a morphism of two logics we shall mean the map ˆW L1! L2 which preserves
their operations _, ^, involutions ?, zeros and units.

Axiom 4 The set of propositions L with ? defined by (7-13) is logic and for any
X 2O the map

(7-21) B.R/ 3�! ��.X / 2 L

is a morphism of the logic B.R/ of Borel subsets of R into L.

For any logic L one can define the space P.L/ of � –additive measures and the space
E.L/ of proposition valued measures, for example, see Varadarajan [40]. The space
P.L/ by definition will consist of measures on L, that is, functions

(7-22) � W L! Œ0; 1�

such that

(i) �.0/D 0 and �.1/D 1,

(ii) if a1; a2; : : : is a countable or finite sequence of elements of L then

(7-23) �

�_
n

an

�
D

X
n

�.an/

if an ? am for n¤m.

It follows from properties (7-17) and (7-23) that

(7-24) �.a/6 �.b/

if a� b . It is also clear that P.L/ has naturally defined convex structure.

The space E.L/ of proposition valued measures is defined in some sense as a dual
object to P.L/. Namely, the proposition valued measure E 2 E.L/ associated to L is
a map

(7-25) EW B.R/ �! L

such that
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(i) E.∅/D 0 and E.R/D 1;

(ii) if �1; �2 2 B.R/ and �1\�2 D∅ then E.�1/?E.�2/;

(iii) if �1; �2; : : : 2 B.R/ and �k \�l D∅ for k ¤ l then

(7-26) E.[k�k/D
_
k

E.�k/I

that is, it is a logic morphism.

If f 2M.R/ is measurable real valued function, then f .E/ defined by

(7-27) f .E/.�/ WDE.f �1.�//

belongs to E.L/ if E 2 E.L/. The above introduces subordination relation in E.L/.
One defines the map �W E.L/�P.L/! P.R/ by

(7-28) �E
� .�/ WD �.E.�//:

From (7-28) one has

(7-29) f ��E
� D �

f .E/
�

for any � 2 P.L/ and

(7-30) �E
p�1C.1�p/�2

D p�E
�1
C .1�p/�E

�2

for any E 2 E.L/.

Let us now define the maps �W O! E.L/ and �W S! P.L/ in the following way:

(7-31) �.X /.�/ WD ��.X /

and

(7-32) �.s/.q/ WD �q
s .f1g/

for any q 2 L.

Proposition 7.2 (i) One has

(7-33) �.f .X //D f .�.X //

for f 2M.R/, and

(7-34) �.ps1C .1�p/s2/D p �.s1/C .1�p/ �.s2/;

that is, �W O! E.L/ is equivariant with respect to the action of the semigroup
M.R/ and �W S! P.L/ preserves the convex structure.
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(ii) For X 2O and s 2 S the equality

(7-35) �
�.X /

�.s/
D �X

s

is valid.

Proof

(i) The formula (7-33) follows from the definition (7-31) and from

(7-36) �� ıf D �f �1.�/

and (7-34) follows in the trivial way from the definition (7-32).

(ii) Let us observe that

(7-37) �
�.X /

�.s/
.�/D �.s/.�.X /.�//D �.s/.��.X //D �

��.X /
s .f1g/D �X

s .�/;

which proves (7-35).

Finally we accept the following

Axiom 5 The maps �W O! E.L/ and �W S! P.L/ are bijective.

In order to clarify physical as well as mathematical meaning of the formulated above
statistical model let us present few examples.

Example 7.1 (Kolmogorov model) In the Kolmogorov model the space of states S is
given by the convex set P.M / of all probability measures on a Borel space .M;B.M //.
The space of observables O is the set M.M / of measurable real functions (real random
variables). The subordination relation for X;Y 2M.M / is given canonically by

(7-38) X � Y iff exists f 2M.R/ such that Y D f ıX:

One defines �WM.M /�P.M /! P.R/ by

(7-39) �X
s .�/ WD s.X�1.�//;

where � 2 B.R/.

Now let us check that separability axiom is fulfilled. Suppose that s1.X
�1.�// D

s2.X
�1.�// for arbitrary � 2 B.R/ and arbitrary X 2M.M /. Then since one can

take as X any indicator function it follows that s1.�/D s2.�/ for arbitrary �2B.M /.
This gives s1D s2 . If s.X�1

1
.�//D s.X�1

2
.�// for arbitrary �2B.R/ and s2P.M /

then X�1
1
.�/DX�1

2
.�/ for arbitrary � 2 B.R/. This gives X1 DX2 .
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From (7-39) it follows

(7-40) p�X
s1
C .1�p/�X

s2
D �X

ps1C.1�p/s2
:

Thus Axiom 2 is fulfilled.

Also from (7-39) one has

(7-41) �f ıXs .�/D s.X�1.f �1.�///D .f ��X
s /.�/;

what shows that Axiom 3 is also fulfilled.

Logic of propositions L in this case coincides with the Boolean algebra B.M / of
Borel subsets of M . We identify here A 2 B.M / with its indicator function �A . The
partial order � in B.M / is given by the inclusion �. The orthocomplement operation
is defined by

(7-42) A? WDM nA for A 2 B.M /:

The lattice B.M / is distributive

A^ .B _C /D .A^B/_ .A^C /;(7-43)

A_ .B ^C /D .A_B/^ .A_C /(7-44)

and
V
˛2F A˛ and

W
˛2F A˛ belong to B.M / for any countable subset F . So B.M /

is a Boolean � –algebra. The map (7-21) in this case has the form

(7-45) B.R/ 3�! �� ıX D �X�1.�/ 2 LŠ B.M /:

So it is a logic morphism. One can show that any logic morphism of B.R/ into B.M /

is given in this way. Thus Axioms 4 and 5 are fulfilled.

Finally let us remark that in Kolmogorov model all observables are compatible.

Example 7.2 (standard statistical model of quantum mechanics) The logic L.H/ is
given by the orthomodular lattice of Hilbert subspaces of the complex separable Hilbert
space H . Any element M 2 L.H/ can be identified with the orthogonal projector
EW H!M, that is, E2 DE DE� . The logic L.H/ is non-distributive and for the
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H non-modular, see Varadarajan [40].

For this model the set of all positive trace class operators satisfying the condition
k�k1 D Tr �D 1 is the state space S.H/. The set S.H/ is convex and extreme points
(pure states) of it are rank one orthogonal projectors

(7-46) EŒ � WD
j ih j

h j i
:
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By spectral theorem the arbitrary state � 2 S.H/ has convex decomposition

(7-47) �D

1X
kD1

pkEŒ k �;

on the pure states EŒ k � , where  k are eigenvectors of � and pk > 0 are the corre-
sponding eigenvalues. One has Tr �D

P1
kD1 pk D 1.

The set of observables O.H/ consists of self-adjoint operators, unbounded in general.
Taking the spectral decomposition

(7-48) X D

Z
xE.dx/;

where EW B.R/! L.H/ denotes the spectral measure of X 2O.H/, one defines the
probability distribution of the observable X in the state � by

(7-49) �X
� .�/ WD Tr.�E.�//:

The map �W O.H/�S.H/!P.R/ given by (7-49) satisfies all the axioms postulated
above. The verification of this fact is presented below.

If �X1
� D �

X2
� for any � 2 S.H/ then

(7-50) Tr �.E1.�/�E2.�//D 0

for arbitrary � and � 2 B.R/. Since E1.�/�E2.�/ 2 iU1.H/ and U1.H/ Š
U 1.H/� one obtains E1.�/DE2.�/ for any � 2 B.R/ and hence X1 DX2 .

If �X
�1
D �X

�1
for any X 2O.H/ then

(7-51) Tr.�1� �2/E D 0

for an arbitrary orthogonal projector E 2O.H/. Now since U1.H/ is dual to U 1.H/
and the lattice L.H/ of orthogonal projections is linearly dense in U1.H/ with respect
to �.U1.H/;U 1.H//–topology one obtains �1 D �2 .

From the definition (7-49) one has

�X
p�1C.1�p/�2

.�/D p�X
�1
.�/C .1�p/�X

�2
.�/;(7-52)

f ��X
� .�/D Tr.�E.f �1.�///D �f .X /� .�/;(7-53)

where

(7-54) f .X /D

Z
f .x/E.dx/

for an arbitrary � 2 B.R/. This shows that Axiom 2 and Axiom 3 are fulfilled.
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Axiom 4 is the consequence of the spectral theorem. Axiom 5 is the statement of the
Gleason theorem [9].

Example 7.3 (Models related to W �–algebras) In this case the logic L.M/ of
the physical system under consideration is given by the lattice of all self-adjoint
idempotents of W �–algebra M. The space of observables consists of L.M/–valued
spectral measures or equivalently the self-adjoint operators affiliated to the faithful
representations of M in the Hilbert space H . The state space S.M/�M� is given
by the positive 0 6 b 2M� normalized (kbk D 1) � –continuous linear functionals.

This class of physical systems contains the standard statistical model of quantum
mechanics, which is given by W �–algebra MDL1.H/. Also Kolmogorov models
can be considered as models related to the subcategory of commutative W �–algebras
MDL1.M; d�/.

Let us now explain what we shall mean by the quantization of the classical phase space
M which, according to the classical statistical mechanics, is naturally considered as a
Kolmogorov model .M;B.M /;M.M /;P.M //. Our approach involves two crucial
elements:

(i) The morphism

(7-55) EW B.M /! L.M/

of the Borel logic B.M / into the logic L.M/ of all self-adjoint idempotents of
the W �–algebra M.

(ii) The normal conditional expectation map

(7-56) EW M �!M;

which maps M on the C �–subalgebra N�M.

Definition 7.3 The quantum phase space AM;E;E related to E and E is the C �–
subalgebra of N generated by E.E.B.M ///.

Many known procedures of quantization could be included in this general scheme.
For example, one obtains in this way the Toeplitz C �–algebra related to the symmet-
ric domain, see Upmeier [37; 38], in the case if one takes conditional expectation
EW L1.H/!L1.H/ defined by the coherent state map, see Section 12.
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8 The coherent state map

The idea which we want to present is based on the conviction that all experimentally
achievable quantum states s2S.H/ of any considered physical system are parametrized
by a finite number of continuous or discrete parameters. One can prove it by the
ad absurdum method, because assuming the contrary, that is, an infinite number of
parameters, one will need infinite time for the measurement. Mathematical correctness
suggests the assumption that the space of parameters is a smooth finite dimensional
manifold M (the discrete parameter case will not be discussed here), and that the
parametrizing map

(8-1) KW M �! S.H/� U 1.H/

is a smooth map. For the sake of generality of our considerations we shall also admit
the possibility that M is infinite dimensional Banach manifold. Even having such
general assumptions one can investigate which models are physically interesting and
mathematically fruitful. However, since we are within the framework of mechanics,
we restrict the generality, assuming the following definitions.

Definition 8.1 The coherent state map KW M !CP .H/ is such that

(i) the differential form K�!FS DW ! is a symplectic form;

(ii) the rank K.M / of K is linearly dense in H .

We shall call the states K.m/, where m 2M , the coherent states.

Definition 8.2 The mechanical system will be a triple: M , H , K , where

(i) M is a smooth Banach manifold;

(ii) H is a complex separable Hilbert space;

(iii) KW M !CP .H/ is a coherent state map.

In order to illustrate the introduced notions let us present the example important from
physical point of view.

Example 8.1 (Gauss coherent state map) Historically this coherent state map is due
to E Schrödinger who considered the wave packets minimalizing Heisenberg uncertainty
principle in the paper [30].
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In our presentation we shall use Fock representation. The classical phase space of the
system will be assumed to be M DR2N with the symplectic form ! given by

(8-2) !„ WD „
�1d

 
NX

kD1

pkdqk

!
;

where .q1; : : : ; qN ;p1; : : : ;pN / are the canonical coordinates describing position and
momentum respectively. By zk D qk C ipk , k D 1; : : : ;N , we shall identify R2N

with CN and thus !„ will be given by

(8-3) !„ D
„�1

2i

NX
kD1

dzk ^ dxzk :

In the Hilbert space H we fix Fock basis

(8-4)
˚
jn1; : : : ; nN i

	
n1;:::;nN2N[f0g

and define the complex analytic map K„W C
N �!H by

(8-5) K„.z1; : : : ; zN / WD

1X
n1;:::;nND0

�
1

„

�n1C:::CnN
2 z

n1

1
� : : : � z

nN

N
p

n1! � : : : � nN !
jn1 : : : nN i ;

where „ is some positive parameter interpreted as the Planck constant. Since

(8-6) hK„.z1; : : : ; zN /jK„.z1; : : : ; zN /i D exp
�
„
�1

NX
kD1

jzk j
2

�
<C1 ;

the map K„ is well defined on CN and K„.z1; : : : ; zN /¤ 0. Introduce the notation

(8-7) K„.z/ WD ŒK„.z/� ;

where ŒK„.z/�DCK„.z/ and z D .z1; : : : ; zN /. Simple computation shows that

(8-8) K�
„
!FS D�

i

2
@x@ loghK„.z/jK„.z/i D

1

2i
„
�1@x@

� NX
kD1

zkxzk

�
D !„ ;

that is, K„ is complex analytic immersion intertwining Kähler structures of CP .H/
and CN . Taking derivatives of K„.z/ at the point z D 0 one reconstructs the Fock
basis of H . Thus we conclude that vectors K„.z/, where z 2CN , form linearly dense
subset of H . Summing up we see that K„W CN �! CP .H/, given by (8-7), is a
coherent state map.
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Let us consider the operators A1; : : : ;AN defined by

(8-9) AkK„.z/D zkK„.z/ ;

that is, we assume that the coherent states K„.z/, z 2CN , are the eigenstates of Ak

with eigenvalues equal to the kth coordinate zk of z .

One can verify by the direct computation that

(8-10) Ak jn1 : : : nk : : : nN i D
p
„
p

nk jn1 : : : nk � 1 : : : nN i

for nk > 1 and Ak jn1 : : : nk : : : nN i D 0 for nk D 0. It follows from (8-10) that Ak

is an unbounded operator with dense domain given by finite linear combinations of
elements of the Fock basis.

Operator A�
k

adjoint to Ak acts on the elements of Fock basis in the following way

(8-11) A�k jn1 : : : nk : : : nN i D
p
„
p

nk C 1 jn1 : : : nk C 1 : : : nN i :

From (8-10) and (8-11) one obtains the Heisenberg canonical commutation relations

(8-12)
ŒAk ;A

�
l �DAkA�l �A�l Ak D „ıkl1;

ŒAk ;Al �D ŒA
�
k ;A

�
l �D 0;

for annihilation Ak and creation A�
l

operators. Introducing self-adjoint operators

(8-13)
Qk D

1
2
.Ak CA�k/;

Pk D
1
2i
.Ak �A�k/;

which have the physical interpretation of position an momentum operators one obtains
the Heisenberg commutation relations in a more familiar form

(8-14) ŒQk ;Pl �D
1
2
„iıkl1 :

The mean values of Ql and Pl in the coherent states ŒK„.z/� are given by

(8-15)
hQli D

hK„.z/jQl jK„.z/i

hK„.z/jK„.z/i
D ql

hPli D
hK„.z/jPl jK„.z/i

hK„.z/jK„.z/i
D pl

and their dispersions minimalize Heisenberg uncertainty inequalities, that is,

(8-16) �Ql�Pl D
1
2
„:

In conclusion let us remark that the above facts show that coherent states given by
(8-7) are pure quantum states with the properties which specify them to be the most
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similar ones to the classical pure states. Long period after the paper of Schrödinger of
1926, it was Glauber [8] who discovered that the Gauss coherent states K„.z/ have
fundamental meaning for the quantum optical phenomena.

Afterwards we shall come back to the Gaussian coherent state map. It will play in our
considerations the role similar to the that of Euclidean geometry in Riemannian setting.

The notion of the mechanical system given by Definition 8.2 is rather restrictive from
the point of view of the measurement procedures. For this reason let us modify this
definition as follows.

Definition 8.3 The physical system will be a triple .M;H;K/, where

(i) M is a smooth Banach manifold;

(ii) H is a complex separable Hilbert space;

(iii) KW M !CP .H/ is a smooth map with a linearly dense range.

Let us remark here that, since Definition 8.3 neglects the symplectic structure, hence in
the class of physical systems the mechanical ones form a subclass.

Now we come back to the statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics and discuss
the metric structure of CP .H/ in this context. To this end, let us fix two pure states

(8-17) �.Œ �/D
j ih j

h j i
and �.Œ��/D

j�ih�j

h�j�i
;

where �; 2H . Since U 1.H/� iU1.H/�O.H/ one can consider, for example the
state �.Œ��/ as an observable. Thus, according to standard statistical model of quantum
mechanics, one interprets the quantity

(8-18) Tr.�.Œ �/�.Œ��//D
jh j�ij2

h j ih�j�i
:

as the probability of finding the system in the state �.Œ��/, when one knows that it is in
the state �.Œ �/.

The complex valued quantity

(8-19) a.Œ �; Œ��/ WD
h j�ip
h j ih�j�i

;

called the transition amplitude between the pure states �.Œ �/ and �.Œ��/, plays the
fundamental role in quantum mechanical considerations, see for example R Feynman’s
book [7]. The following formula

(8-20) k�.Œ �/� �.Œ��/k1 D 2.1� ja.Œ �; Œ��/j2/
1
2
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explains the relation between k�k1 –distance and transition probability ja.Œ �; Œ��/j2 .
One sees from (8-20) that transition probability from �.Œ �/ to �.Œ��/ is nearly equal
to 1 if these states are close in the sense of k�k1 –metric. The sequence of states
f�.Œ n�/g

1
nD0

of the physical system is a Cauchy sequence if starting from some state
�.Œ N �/ the probability ja.Œ n�; Œ��/j

2 of successive transitions �.Œ n�/ ! �.Œ��/ is
arbitrarily close to one for n>N .

The transition probability ja.Œ �; Œ��/j2 is a quantity measurable directly. So, it is natural
to assume that the set Mor.CP .H1/;CP .H2// of morphisms between CP .H1/ and
CP .H2/ consists of the maps †W CP .H1/�!CP .H2/ which preserve corresponding
transition probabilities, that is, † 2Mor.CP .H1/;CP .H2// if

(8-21) ja2.†.Œ �/; †.Œ��//j
2
D ja1.Œ �; Œ��/j

2

for any Œ �; Œ�� 2CP .H1/, or equivalently the maps which preserve k�k1 –metric.

For two physical systems .M1;H1;K1W M1!CP .H1// and .M2;H2;K2W M2!

CP .H2// we shall define morphisms by the following commutative diagrams

(8-22)

M2 CP .H2/K2

//

M1

M2

�

��

M1 CP .H1/
K1 // CP .H1/

CP .H2/

†

��

;

where � 2 C1.M1;M2/ and † 2 Mor.CP .H1/;CP .H2//. The morphism † is
uniquely defined by � due to Wigner’s Theorem [43] and the assumption that K.M /

is linearly dense in H .

Therefore physical systems form the category. We shall denote it by P . The category
of mechanical systems can be distinguished as the subcategory of P by the conditions
that M1 and M2 are symplectic manifolds and maps K1 , K2 and � are symplectic
maps.

We shall now present the coordinate description of the coherent state map KW M !
CP .H/. In order to do this let us fix an atlas f�˛; ˆ˛g˛2I , where �˛ is the open
domain of the chart ˆ˛W �˛!Rn , with the property that for any ˛ 2 I there exists a
smooth map

(8-23) K˛W �˛!H

such that K˛.q/¤ 0 for q 2�˛ and satisfy the consistency conditions

(8-24) Kˇ.q/D gˇ .q/K .q/
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for q 2�ˇ \� , where the maps

(8-25) gˇ W �ˇ \� �!C n f0g

form a smooth cocycle, that is,

(8-26) gˇ .p/D gˇı.p/gı .p/

for p 2�ˇ \� \�ı . The system of maps fK˛g˛2I we shall call the trivialization
of coherent state map K if

(8-27) K.q/D ŒK˛.q/�DCK˛.q/

for q 2�˛ .

Let us recall that tautological complex line bundle

C E//C

CP .H/

E

CP .H/

�

��

over CP .H/ is defined by

(8-28) E WD f. ; l/ 2H�CP .H/ W  2 lg

and the bundle projection � is by definition the projection on the second component
of the product H�CP .H/. The bundle fibre ��1.l/DW El is just the complex line
l � H . Making use of the projection �W E! H on the first factor of the product
H�CP .H/ we obtain the Hermitian kernel KE.l; k/W �

�1.l/���1.k/!C given
by

(8-29) KE.l; k/.�; �/ WD h�.�/j�.�/i;

where � 2 ��1.l/ and � 2 ��1.k/. It follows directly from definition that KE is a
smooth section of the bundle

(8-30) pr�1 xE
�
˝ pr�2 E� �!CP .H/�CP .H/;

where pr�
1
xE�!CP .H/�CP .H/ is the pull back of the bundle

(8-31) xE� �!CP .H/

given by the projection pr1W CP .H/�CP .H/! CP .H/ on the first factor of the
product while pr�

2
E� ! CP .H/�CP .H/ is the pull back by the projector on the

second factor.
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Therefore, the tautological bundle E! CP .H/ has canonically defined Hermitian
kernel KE 2 �

1.pr�
1
xE�˝ pr�

2
E�;CP .H/�CP .H//.

Another remarkable property of the bundle E!CP .H/ is that the map

(8-32) I W H 3  �! h�.�/j i DW I. / 2 �1.CP .H/; xE�/

defines monomorphism of vector spaces. Its image HE WD I.H/� �1.CP .H/; xE�/
can be considered as a Hilbert space with the scalar product defined by

(8-33) hI. /jI.�/iE WD h j�i:

Then, after fixing the frame sections S˛W �˛! E one finds

(8-34) I. /.l/D h�.S˛.l//j i xS
�
˛ .l/DW  ˛.l/

xS�˛ .l/:

Here, f�˛g˛2I stands for the covering of CP .H/ by open subsets �˛ such that
��1.�˛/Š�˛ �C . Due to Schwartz inequality one has

(8-35) j ˛.l/j D jh�.S˛.l//j ij6 k�.S˛.l//k k k

which shows that the evaluation functional e˛;l W HE!C defined by

(8-36) e˛;l.I. // WD  ˛.l/

is continuous and smoothly depends on l 2�˛ due to the smoothness of the frame
section S˛W �˛! E.

Resuming, we see that to the tautological bundle E! CP .H/ one has canonically
related Hilbert space HE � �

1.CP .H/; xE�/ with continuous smoothly dependent
on l 2�˛ evaluation functionals e˛;l .

We shall discuss later other properties of the bundle E! CP .H/ important for the
theory investigated here.

Finally, let us mention that the coordinate representation of the Hermitian kernel KE

is given by

(8-37) KE D h�.S˛/j�.Sˇ/i pr�1 xS
�
˛ ˝ pr�2 S�ˇ :

After passing to the unitary frame u˛W �˛!C defined by

(8-38) u˛.l/ WD kS˛.l/k
�1 S˛.l/

one obtains

(8-39) KE D ax̨ˇ.Œ�.u˛/�; Œ�.uˇ/�/ pr�1 xu
�
˛˝ pr�2 u�ˇ;
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where ax̨ˇ.Œ�.u˛/�; Œ�.uˇ/�/ is transition amplitude between the states Œ�.u˛/� 2
�˛ and Œ�.uˇ/� 2�ˇ . Therefore, canonical Hermitian kernel KE is the geometric
realization of quantum mechanical transition amplitude.

9 Three realizations of the physical systems

In this section we shall present in addition to the standard representation the geometric
and analytic representations of the category of physical systems C introduced in
Section 8. We shall show that all these representations are equivalent. The geometric
one is directly related to the straightforward construction of coherent state map by
the experiment. In order to describe it let us choose an atlas .�˛; �˛/˛2I of the
parametrizing manifold M consistent with the definition of the coherent state map
given by (8-23). For two fixed points q 2 �˛ and p 2 �ˇ the transition amplitude
ax̨ˇ.q;p/ from the coherent state �.ŒK˛.q/�/ to the coherent state �.ŒKˇ.p/�/ according
to (8-19) is given by

(9-1) ax̨ˇ.q;p/D
hK˛.q/jKˇ.p/i

kK˛.q/k
Kˇ.p/

 :
From (8-24) one has

(9-2) ax̨ˇ.q;p/D uˇ .p/ax̨ .q;p/

for p 2�ˇ \� , where u˛ˇW �ˇ \� ! U.q/ is the unitary cocycle defined by

(9-3) uˇ WD
ˇ̌
gˇ

ˇ̌�1
gˇ :

Additionally to the transformation property (9-2) the transition amplitude satisfies

ax̨ˇ.q;p/D a x̌˛.p; q/;(9-4)

ax̨˛.q; q/D 1(9-5)

for q 2�˛ and moreover

(9-6) det

0B@ ax̨1˛1
.q1; q1/ : : : ax̨1˛N

.q1; qN /
:::

:::

ax̨N˛1
.qN ; q1/ : : : ax̨N˛N

.qN ; qN /

1CA> 0

for all N 2N and q1 2�˛1
; : : : ; qN 2�˛N

.

The transition amplitude fax̨ˇ.q;p/g is the quantity which can be directly obtained

by the measurement procedure. Let us recall for this reason that
ˇ̌
ax̨ˇ.q;p/

ˇ̌2 is the
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transition probability and phase
ˇ̌
ax̨ˇ.q;p/

ˇ̌�1
ax̨ˇ.q;p/ is responsible for the quantum

interference effects.

The property (9-5) means that transition amplitude for the process

�
��

q
D 1

is equal to 1. We shall illustrate the physical meaning of the property (9-6) considering
it for N D 2 and N D 3. In the case N D 2 one has inequality

(9-7) det
�

1 ax̨1˛2
.q1; q2/

ax̨2˛1
.q2; q1/ 1

�
D 1�

ˇ̌
ax̨1˛2

.q1; q2/
ˇ̌2 > 0;

which states that transition probability between two coherent states is not greater than
1. One can express (9-7) graphically in the following way

�
��
�

��
� � ^^

��
�

q1 q2 q1 q2

> 0

For the case N D 3 one obtains the inequality

(9-8) 1�
ˇ̌
ax̨2˛3

.q2; q3/
ˇ̌2
�
ˇ̌
ax̨3˛1

.q3; q1/
ˇ̌2
�
ˇ̌
ax̨1˛2

.q1; q2/
ˇ̌2

C ax̨2˛1
.q2; q1/ax̨1˛3

.q1; q3/ax̨3˛2
.q3; q2/

C ax̨2˛3
.q2; q3/ax̨3˛1

.q3; q1/ax̨1˛2
.q1; q2/> 0;

which corresponds to the positive probability of the following alternating sum of the
virtual processes

�
��
�

��
�

��
� �

��
� ^^

��
� � � cc

��
�

��
�

q1 q2 q3 q1 q2 q3 q1 q2 q3

C � __
��
�

��
� C � ??

��
�

��
� > 0

q1 q2 q3 q1 q2 q3

The property (9-4) says that the transition amplitudes of the processes

�
��
� �

��
�

q1 q2 q1 q2

are complex conjugated.
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In order to clarify the geometric sense of the transition amplitude we shall introduce
the notion of the positive Hermitian kernel. To this end let us consider the complex
line bundle

C L//C

M

L

M
��

over manifold M with the fixed local trivialization

(9-9) S˛W �˛ �! L

g˛ˇW �˛ \�ˇ �!C n f0g;

that is, S˛.m/¤ 0 for m 2�˛ and

S˛ D g˛ˇSˇ on �˛ \�ˇ;(9-10)

g˛ˇgˇ D g˛ on �˛ \�ˇ \� ;(9-11)

where .�˛; �˛/˛2I forms an atlas of M .

Using the projections

M M

M �M

M

pr1

��

M �M

M

pr2

��

on the first and second components of the product M �M one can define the line
bundle

(9-12)

C pr�
1
SL�˝ pr�

2
L�//C

M �M

pr�
1
SL�˝ pr�

2
L�

M �M
��

with the local trivialization defined by the tensor product

(9-13) pr�1 xS
�
˛ ˝ pr�2 S�ˇ W �˛ ��ˇ �! pr�1 SL

�
˝ pr�2 L�

of the pullbacks of the local frames given by (9-9).

Let us explain here that L� is dual to L and SL� is complex conjugation of L� . The
line bundle (9-12) by definition is the tensor product of the pullbacks pr�

1
SL� and

pr�
2

L� of SL� and L� respectively.
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Definition 9.1 The section KL 2 �
1.M �M; pr�

1
SL�˝ pr�

2
L�/ we shall call the

positive Hermitian kernel iff

(9-14)

Kx̨ˇ.q;p/ DK x̌˛.p; q/;

Kx̨˛.q; q/ > 0;
NX

k;jD1

Kx̨j˛k
.qj ; qk/xv

jvk > 0

for any q 2 �˛ , p 2 �ˇ , qk 2 �˛k
, v1; : : : ; vN 2 C and any set of indices

˛; ˇ; ˛1; : : : ; ˛N 2 I (related to the covering of M by open sets �˛ , ˛ 2 I ), where

(9-15) Kx̨ˇW �˛ ��ˇ �!C

are the coordinate functions of KL defined by

(9-16) KL DKx̨ˇ.q;p/ pr�1 xS
�
˛ .q/˝ pr�2 S�ˇ .p/

on �˛ ��ˇ .

It follows immediately from the transformation rule

(9-17) Kx̨ˇ.q;p/D g˛ .q/gˇı.p/Kxı.q;p/

for q 2�˛ \� and p 2�ˇ \�ı that the conditions (9-14) are independent with
respect to the choice of frame.

The relation of KL to the transition amplitude on M is clarified by noticing that

(9-18)
Kx̨ˇ.q;p/

Kx̨˛.q; q/
1
2 K x̌ˇ.p;p/

1
2

fulfills properties (9-2)–(9-6) of fax̨ˇ.q;p/g defined by (9-1).

The line bundles with the specified positive Hermitian kernel .L!M;KL/ form the
category K for which the morphisms set MorŒ.L1!M1;KL1

/; .L2!M2;KL2
/� is

given by f W M2!M1 such that

L2 D f
�L1 D f.m; �/ 2M2 �L1W f .m/D �1.�/g;(9-19)

KL2
D f �KL1

DK1
x̨ˇ.f .q/; f .p// pr�1 xS

�1
˛ .f .q//˝ pr�2 S�ˇ.f .p//;(9-20)

that is

(9-21) K2
x̨ˇ.q;p/DK1

x̨ˇ.f .q/; f .p//

for q 2 f �1.�˛/ and p 2 f �1.�ˇ/.
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The above expresses the covariant character of the transition amplitude and its indepen-
dence of the choice of the coordinates.

There exists the covariant functor

(9-22) FKP W Ob.P/ �!Ob.K/

between the category of physical systems P and the category of the positive Hermitian
kernels, naturally defined by

LDK�ED f.m; �/ 2M �E WK.m/D �.�/g;(9-23)

Kx̨ˇ.q;p/D hK˛.q/jKˇ.p/i;(9-24)

where K˛W �˛ ! C n f0g is given by (8-23)–(8-27). The functor FKP maps the
morphism

.�;†/ 2Mor
�
M1

K1
��!CP .H1/;M2

K2
��!CP .H2/

�
on the morphism f 2MorŒ.L1!M1;KL1

/; .L2!M2;KL2
/� by f D � .

The positive Hermitian kernel KL canonically defines the complex separable Hilbert
space HL realized as a vector subspace of the space �1.M;SL�/ of the sections of
the bundle SL�!M . One obtains HL in the following way. Let us take the vector
space VK ;L of finite linear combinations

(9-25) v D

NX
iD1

viKˇi
.qi/D

NX
iD1

viKx̨ˇi
.p; qi/ xS

�
˛ .p/

of sections

(9-26) Kˇi
.qi/DKx̨ˇi

.p; qi/ xS
�
˛ .p/ 2 �

1.M;SL�/;

where qi 2�ˇi
with the scalar product defined by

(9-27) hvjwi WD

NX
i;jD1

xviwj K x̌
i ǰ
.qi ; qj /:

It follows from the properties (9-14) that the pairing (9-27) is sesquilinear and the
following inequality holds

(9-28)
ˇ̌̌̌ NX
iD1

xviKˇiˇ.qi ;p/

ˇ̌̌̌2
D
ˇ̌
hvjKˇ.p/i

ˇ̌2 6 hvjviK x̌ˇ.p;p/;

from which one has v D 0 iff hvjvi D 0. Therefore (9-26) defines positive scalar
product on VK ;L .
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Proposition 9.2 The unitary space VK ;L extends in the canonical and unique way to
the Hilbert space HK ;L , which is a vector subspace of �1.M;SL�/.

Proof Let fvng be the Cauchy sequence in VK ;L . Then

(9-29) vn D vn˛.p/ xS
�
˛ .p/;

where

(9-30) vn˛.p/D hK˛.p/jvni:

From Schwartz inequality (9-28) one obtains that fvn˛.p/g is also Cauchy sequence.
So one can define by

(9-31) v.p/D lim
n!1

vn˛.p/ xS
�
˛ .p/D v˛.p/

xS�˛ .p/

the section v 2 �1.M;SL�/. Let SVK ;L be the abstract completion of VK ;L . Using
(9-29) one defines one-to-one linear map of SVK ;L into �1.M;SL�/ by

(9-32) I.Œfvng�/.p/ WD v.p/;

where Œfvng� is equivalence class of Cauchy sequences. Let us now define Hilbert space
HK ;L as I.SVK ;L/ with the scalar product given by

(9-33) ht jsi WD hI�1.t/jI�1.s/i for s; t 2HK ;L:

The Hilbert space HK ;L is realized by the sections of SL� and represents a unique
extension of the unitary space VK ;L .

Obviously for v 2HK ;L one has

(9-34) v D v˛.p/ xS
�
˛ D hK˛.p/jvi xS

�
˛ ;

which shows that the evaluation functional e˛.p/W HK ;L!C defined by

(9-35) e˛.p/.v/ WD v˛.p/

is a continuous linear functional and e˛.p/ depends smoothly on p 2 �˛ . Hence,
we see that Hilbert space HK ;L � �

1.M;SL�/ possesses the property that evaluation
functionals e˛.p/W HK ;L!C are continuous and define smooth maps

(9-36) e˛W �˛!H�K ;L n f0g

for ˛ 2 I . Since e˛.p/.K˛.p//DKx̨˛.p;p/ > 0 then e˛ does not take zero value in
HK ;L .
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Motivated by the preceding construction let us introduce the category H of line bundles
L!M with distinguished Hilbert space HL which is realized as a vector subspace
of �1.M;SL�/ and has the property that evaluation functionals e˛.p/ are continuous,
that is, ke˛.p/.v/k 6 M˛;p kvk for v 2 HL , M˛;p > 0 and define smooth maps
e˛W �˛!H�L n f0g.

By the definition the morphism set

(9-37) MorŒ.L1!M1;HL1
/; .L2!M2;HL2

/�

will consist of smooth maps f W M2!M1 which satisfy f �L1 DL2 and f �HL1
D

HL2
. In order to prove the correctness of the definition let us show that the vector

space

(9-38) f �HL1
D ff �vjv 2HL1

g

of the inverse image sections has a canonically defined Hilbert space structure with
continuous evaluation functionals smoothly dependent on the argument.

It is easy to see that

(9-39) kerf � D fv 2HL1
jf �v D 0g

is the Hilbert subspace of HL1
. We define the Hilbert space structure on f �HL1

by
the vector spaces identifications

(9-40) f �HL1
ŠHL1

= kerf � Š .kerf �/?

that is, f �HL1
inherits the Hilbert space structure from the Hilbert subspace .kerf �/? .

In order to prove the property (9-36) for f �e˛.p/D e˛.f .p// we notice that

(9-41)
ˇ̌
.f �v/˛.p/

ˇ̌
D jv˛.f .p//j6 M˛;f .p/

� 0
C  ?�

for p 2 f �1.�˛/. Because of the fact that  0
˛.f .p//D 0, the left-hand side of the

inequality (9-36) does not depend on  0 2 kerf � . Thus one has

(9-42)
ˇ̌
.f �.v/˛.p//

ˇ̌
6 M˛;f .p/ min

 02kerf �

� 0
C  ?�

DM˛;f .p/

 ?DM˛;f .p/

f � :
The above proves the continuity of the evaluation functionals f �e˛ . The smooth
dependence of f �e˛.p/D e˛.f .p// on p follows from the smoothness of f .

In such a way the category H is defined correctly.

Proposition 9.3 Let f W M2!M1 be such that f �L1 D L2 and f �K1 DK2 then
f �HL1;K1

DHL2;K2
.
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Proof The equality f �K1DK2 means that K1˛.f .p//DK2˛.p/ for p2f �1.�1˛/

and S2˛Df
�S1˛W f

�1.�1˛/!L2 . Since K1˛.f .p// is linearly dense if f �HK1;L1

and K2˛.p/ are linearly dense in HK2;L2
, this shows that f �HL1;K1

DHL2;K2
.

Now we conclude from Proposition 9.2 that there is canonically defined covariant
functor FH;KW K! H:

(9-43) FHK.L!M;K/D .L!M;HL;K /

from the category K of line bundles with specified positive Hermitian kernel KL 2

�.M �M; pr�
1
SL� ˝ pr�

2
L�/ to the category H of line bundles with distinguished

Hilbert space HL � �
1.M;SL�/ with some additional conditions on the evaluation

functionals.

Now let us discuss the relation between the category H and the category P of physical
systems. Let .L!M;HL/ be an object of the category H. Choosing the smooth
maps

(9-44) K˛W �˛!HL n f0g;

which represent the evaluation functional maps e˛W �˛!HL n f0g

(9-45) e˛.p/D hK˛.p/j � i

on �˛ , we construct the smooth map KLW M !CP .HL/ given by

(9-46) KL.q/ WD ŒKL
˛ .q/�:

Because of the transformation property K˛.q/D g˛ˇ.q/Kˇ.q/ the definition (9-46) of
KL is independent on the choice of frame. The smoothness property of KL is ensured
by the smoothness of e˛W �˛!H�L .

Proposition 9.4 The correspondence

(9-47)
FPHŒ.L!M;HL/� WD .M;HL;KL

W M !CP .H�//
FPH.f

�/ WD .f Œ�f �/;

where .L! �;HL/ 2Ob.H/, f � 2MorŒ.L1!M1;HL1
/; .L2!M2;HL2

/� and
�f W HL2

!HL1
is the monomorphism given by

(9-48) K1˛.f .p//DK?1˛.f .p//DW �.K2˛.p//;

defines the contravariant functor

(9-49) FPHW H �! P :
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Proof It is enough to note that the relation (9-48) implies commutativity of the diagram

(9-50)

M2 CP .HL2/
KL2

2 //

M1

M2

f

��

M1 CP .HL1/
KL1

1 // CP .HL1/

CP .HL2/

Œ�f �

��
;

which completes the proof.

Summing up the statements discussed in the above one has

Proposition 9.5 The categories K, H and P satisfy the following relation

(9-51)

K H
FhK

//

P

K

FKP

��

P

H

__

FPH

that is, functors defined by FPH ıFhKDWFPK , FKP ıFPHDWFKH and FHK ıFKP DW

FHP are inverse to FKP , FHK and FPH respectively. Moreover

(9-52)
FKHŒ.L!M;HL/�D .L!M;K D hK˛jKˇi pr�1 SL

�
˝ pr�2 L/

FKH.f
�/D f �;

where K˛W �˛!HL n f0g is given by (9-45), and

(9-53)
FHP Œ.M;H;KW M !CP .H//�D .K�E!M;K�HE/

FHP.�;†/D �:

The following definition introduces an equivalence among the objects under considera-
tion.

Definition 9.6

(i) The objects .L!M;KL/ and .L0!M 0;KL0/ 2Ob.K/ are equivalent if and
only if M DM 0 and there exists a bundle isomorphism �W L! L0 such that
��KL0 DKL .

(ii) The objects .L!M;HL/ and .L0!M 0;HL0/ 2Ob.H/ are equivalent if and
only if M DM 0 and there exists a bundle isomorphism �W L! L0 such that
��HL0 DHL .
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(iii) The objects .M;H;KW M ! CP .M // and .M 0;H0;K0W M 0! CP .M 0// 2

Ob.P/ are equivalent if and only if M DM 0 and there exists an automorphism
†W CP .H/!CP .H0/ such that K0 D† ıK .

These equivalences are preserved by morphisms between all the three categories.
This allows us to define the categories zH, zK and zP whose objects are the classes of
equivalence described above and morphisms are canonically generated by morphisms
of the categories H, K and P respectively.

The main result of the general scheme presented here shows that there are three
equivalent ways of presentation of the physical systems.

Theorem 9.7 The categories zH, zK and zP are isomorphic.

10 Kostant–Souriau prequantization and positive Hermitian
kernels

We shall present elements of the geometric quantization in sense of B Kostant [15] and
J M Souriau [32] indispensable for the investigated theory of the physical systems. It is
based on the notion of the complex line bundle L!M with the fixed Hermitian metric
H 2�1.M;SL�˝L�/ and metrical connection rW �1.�;L/!�1.�;L˝T �M /,
that is,

r.f s/D df ˝ sCf rs;(10-1)

dH.s; t/DH.rs; t/CH.s;rt/(10-2)

for any local smooth sections s; t 2 �1.�;L/ and f 2C1.�/, where � is the open
subset of M . Let s˛W �˛! L, ˛ 2 I be a local trivialization of the bundle L!M ,
see (9-9). According to the property (10-1) connection r and metric H are defined
uniquely by their action on the local frames

rs˛ D k˛˝ s˛;(10-3)

H.s˛; s˛/DHx̨˛;(10-4)

where k˛ 2 �
1.�˛;T

�M / and 0<Hx̨˛ 2 C1.�˛/ and as well as by assuming the
transformation rules

k˛.m/D kˇ.m/Cg�1
˛ˇ .m/dg˛ˇ.m/;(10-5)

Hx̨˛.m/D
ˇ̌
g˛ˇ.m/

ˇ̌2
H x̌ˇ.m/(10-6)
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for m 2 �˛ \�ˇ , where the cocycle g˛ˇW �˛ \�ˇ ! C n f0g is defined by the
relation s˛ D g˛ˇsˇ . Let us remark here that the connection 1–form

(10-7) k˛.x/D k˛�.x/dx�;

where .x1; : : : ;xn/ are real coordinates on �˛ , is complex-valued, that is,

(10-8) k˛�W �˛ �!C:

The consistency condition (10-2) locally takes the form

(10-9) d log Hx̨˛ D xk˛C k˛:

From the gauge transformation (10-5) one obtains that

(10-10) curvr WD dk˛ on �˛

is globally defined iR–valued 2–form, thus being the curvature form for the Hermitian
connection defined on U.1/–principal bundle U L ! M . By definition we shall
consider U L!M as the subbundle of L!M consisting of elements � 2 ��1.m/

of the norm H.m/.�; �/D 1.

If one assumes that

(10-11) g˛ˇ D e2� ic˛ˇ

then

(10-12) c˛ˇ WD c˛ˇC cˇ C c˛

is Z–valued cocycle on M related to the covering f�˛g˛2I and defines the element
c1.L/2H 2.M;Z/ called the Chern class of the bundle L!M . It determines L!M

up to bundle isomorphism, see for example Kostant [15]. Because of the relationship

(10-13) 2� idc˛ˇ D k˛ � kˇ

the real-valued form

(10-14) ! WD
1

2� i
curvr

satisfies

(10-15) Œ!�D c1.L/ 2H 2.M;Z/:

So (10-15) is the necessary condition for the closed form 2� i! to be the curvature
form of a Hermitian connection on the complex line bundle. It follows from Narisimhan
and Ramanan [20] that this is also the sufficient condition. We shall come back to this
topic again.
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One has the identity

(10-16) ŒrX ;rY ��rŒX ;Y � D 2� i!.X;Y /

which can be proved by direct computation.

Now, let us assume that curvature 2–form is non-singular. Thus, since d! D 0, then !
is symplectic form and one can define the Poisson bracket for f;g 2 C1.M;R/ as
usually by

(10-17) ff;gg D !.Xf ;Xg/D�Xf .g/;

where Xf is Hamiltonian vector field such that

(10-18) !.Xf ; �/D�df:

It was the idea of Souriau (and Kostant) to consider the differential operator

Qf W C
1.M;L/! C1.M;L/

defined by

(10-19) Qf WD rXf C 2� if

for f 2 C1.M;R/. It is easy to see from (10-1) and (10-16) that

(10-20) Qff;gg D i ŒQf ;Qg�

that is, the map Q (called Kostant–Souriau prequantization) is a homomorphism
of the Poisson–Lie algebra .C1.M;R/; f�; �g/ into the Lie algebra of the first-order
differential operators acting in the space �1.M;L/ of the smooth sections of the line
bundle L!M .

In order to approach the quantization of the classical physical quantity f 2C1.M;R/.
It is necessary to construct the Hilbert space HL related to �1.M;L/ in which the
differential operator Qf can be extended to self-adjoint operator xQf being the quantum
counterpart of f . An effort in this direction was carried out by using the notion of
polarization, see for example Śniatycki [31] and Woodhouse [45]. In the sequel we
shall explain how one can obtain the polarization given the coherent state map, which
is the most physically fundamental object.

After this short review of the Kostant–Souriau geometric prequantization, we shall
describe how it is related to our model of the mechanical (physical) system. To this
end let us fix the line bundle L!M with the specified positive Hermitian kernel KL ,
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which was shown to describe equivalently the fixed physical system. We define the
differential 2–forms !1;2 and !2;1 on the product M �M by

!12 D id1d2 log Kx̨1˛2
;(10-21)

!21 D id2d1 log Kx̨2˛1
;(10-22)

where Kx̨1˛2
are coordinates of KL in the local frames

(10-23) pr�1 xs
�
˛1
˝ pr�2 s�˛2

W �˛1
��˛2

! pr�1 SL
�
˝ pr2 L�:

The operations d1 and d2 are differentials with respect to the first and the second
component of the product M �M , respectively. The complete differential on M �M

is their sum d D d1C d2 .

From the transformation rule (9-17) and from the hermicity of KL we get the following.

Proposition 10.1 The forms !12 and !21 have the following properties:

(i) !12 D�!21 does not depend on the choice of trivialization;

(ii) x!12 D !21 ;

(iii) d!12 D 0.

Let us also consider 1–forms

k2˛2
WD d2 log Kx̨1˛2

;(10-24)

k1x̨1
WD d1 log Kx̨1˛2

(10-25)

which are independent of the indices x̨1 and ˛2 , respectively, and satisfy the transfor-
mation rules

k2˛2
D k2ˇ2

C d2 log g˛2ˇ2
;(10-26)

k1x̨1
D k

1 x̌1
C d1 log g˛1ˇ1

:(10-27)

Let �W M !M �M be the diagonal embedding that is, �.m/D .m;m/ for m 2M .
We introduce the following notation

(10-28) ��KL DH
1

2� i
��!12 D ! and ��k2˛ D k˛:

Now, it is easy to see that the following proposition is valid.

Proposition 10.2 Within the definition (10-28) one has

(i) H is a positive Hermitian metric on L.
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(ii) The 1–form k˛ 2 �
1.�˛;L˝T �M / ( xk˛ 2 �1.�˛;SL˝T �M / gives local

representation of a connection r (Sr ) on the bundle L (SL).

(iii) The curvature 2–form curvr coincides with 2� i! .

(iv) The connection r is metric with respect to H .

According to Kostant [15] we introduce the following terminology.

Definition 10.3 The line bundle L!M with distinguished Hermitian metric H and
the connection r satisfying the consistency condition (10-2) one calls the pre-quantum
bundle and denote by .L!M;H;r/.

The pre-quantum line bundles form the category with the morphisms defined in the
standard way. We shall denote it by L.

Making use of Narisimhan and Ramanan [20] one can obtain

Proposition 10.4 For any pre-quantum bundle .L!M;H;r/ there exists a smooth
map KW M !CP .H/ such that

(10-29) .L!M;H;r/D .K�E!M;K�HFS ;K�rFS /

that is, the line bundle L!M , the Hermitian metric H and the metric connection r
can be obtained as the respective pullbacks of their counterparts E!CP .H/, HFS

and rFS on the complex projective Hilbert space CP .H/.

From the Proposition 10.4 and Theorem 9.7 one concludes that construction given by
the formulas (10-24)-(10-28) define covariant functor from the category of positive
Hermitian kernels K to the category of pre-quantum line bundles L.

Taking the above into account we find that the metric structure H , the connection r
and the curvature form ! related to the positive Hermitian kernel KL by (10-28) are
given equivalently by the coherent state map KW M !CP .H/ as follows

Hx̨˛.q; q/DKx̨ x̨.q; q/D hK˛.q/jK˛.q/i;(10-30)

k˛.q/D
hK˛.q/jdK˛.q/i

hK˛.q/jK˛.q/i
;(10-31)

! D
1

2� i
d

�
hK˛.q/jdK˛.q/i

hK˛.q/jK˛.q/i

�
.q/(10-32)

for q 2�˛ .

In order to obtain the quantum mechanical interpretation of the connection r and its
curvature form 2� i! let us take the sequence qD q1; : : : ; qN�1; qN Dp of the points
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qi 2 �˛i
, for which we assume that �˛1

D �˛ and �˛N
D �ˇ . According to the

multiplication property of the transition amplitude, the following expression

(10-33) a˛ˇ.q; q2; : : : ; qN�1;p/ WD ax̨1˛2
.q; q2/ � : : : � ax̨N�1ˇ.qN�1;p/

gives the transition amplitude from the state �.ŒK˛.q/�/ to the state �.ŒKˇ.p/�/ under
the condition that the system has gone through all the intermediate coherent states
�.ŒK˛2

.q2/�/; : : : ; �.ŒK˛N�1
.qN�1/�/. We shall call the sequence

(10-34) �.ŒK˛1
.q1/�/; : : : ; �.ŒK˛N

.qN /�/

of coherent states a process starting from q and ending at p . Consequently

a˛ˇ.q; q2; : : : ; qN�1;p/

will be called the transition amplitude for this process.

Let us investigate further the process in �.K.M // parametrized by a piecewise smooth
curve  W Œ�i ; �f �!M such that  .�k/D qk for �k 2 Œ�i ; �f � defined by �kC1� �k D

1
N�1

.�f � �i/. Then in the limit N ! 1 this  –process may be regarded as a
continuous process approximately described by the discrete one .q; q2; : : : ; qN�1;p/.
The transition amplitude for the continuous process  is obtained from (10-33) by
passing to the limit N !1

(10-35) ax̨ˇ.q; ;p/D lim
N!1

N�1Y
kD1

ax̨k ;˛kC1
. .�k/;  .�kC1//:

Taking into account the smoothness of K˛W �˛!H and piecewise smoothness of  ,
given  .�k/;  .�kC1/ 2�˛k

we define

(10-36) �K˛k
. .�k// WDK˛k

. .�kC1//�K˛k
. .�k//:

Then, using (10-36) and assuming that  .Œ�i ; �f �/��˛k
one has

(10-37) ax̨k˛k
.q; ;p/D

lim
N!1

�
hK˛k

.q/jK˛k
.q/i

hK˛k
.p/jK˛k

.p/i

� 1
2

N�1Y
lD1

�
1�
hK˛k

. .�l//j�K˛k
. .�l//i

hK˛k
. .�l//jK˛k

. .�l//i

�
D

lim
N!1

�
hK˛k

.q/jK˛k
.q/i

hK˛k
.p/jK˛k

.p/i

� 1
2

exp
N�1X
lD1

hK˛k
. .�l//j�K˛k

. .�l//i

hK˛k
. .�l//jK˛k

. .�l//i
D

exp i

Z �f

�i

im
hK˛k

jdK˛k
i

hK˛k
jK˛k

i
xd

d�
d�:
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After expressing the connection r DK�rFS in the unitary gauge frame

(10-38) u˛ WD
1

H.s˛; s˛/
1
2

s˛;

that is,

(10-39) ru˛ D i im
hK˛k

jdK˛k
i

hK˛k
jK˛k

i
˝u˛;

we obtain that transition amplitude for the piecewise smooth process  .Œ�i ; �f �/ starting
from q and ending at p is given by the parallel transport

(10-40) ax̨ˇ.q; ;p/D exp i

Z
.Œ�i ;�f �/

im
hKjdKi

hKjKi

from Lq to Lp along  with respect to the connection r . In (10-40) we used the
notation

hKjdKi

hKjKi
WD
hK˛jdK˛i

hK˛jK˛i

on �˛ and the integral Z
.Œ�i ;�f �/

im
hKjdKi

hKjKi

is the sum of integrals over the pieces of the curve  .Œ�i ; �f �/ which are contained in
�˛ .

Since the connection r is metric then for the transition probability of the considered
continuous  –process one has

(10-41)
ˇ̌
ax̨ˇ.q; ;p/

ˇ̌2
D 1:

This is a consequence of the continuity of the coherent state map �ıKW M !CP .H/�
U 1.H/ with respect of k�k1 –metric, which implies that ax̨ˇ.q.�/; q.�C��//� 1 for
�� � 0. Therefore, for the classical processes, that is, continuous ones, the interference
effects disappear between the infinitely close q.�/ � q.� C��/ classical states. It
remains only as a global effect given by the parallel transport (10-40) with respect to
r .

For two piecewise smooth processes starting from q and ending at p
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q �

1

2

p

one has the following relation

(10-42) ax̨ˇ.q; 2;p/D ax̨ˇ.q; 1;p/e
2�i

R
� !

between the transition amplitudes, where the boundary of � is @� D 1 � 2 . The
factor e2� i

R
� ! does not depend on the choice of � . Hence, one concludes that the

curvature 2–form ! measures the phase change of transition amplitude for the cyclic
piecewise smooth process.

One can define the path integral over the processes starting from q and ending at p as
the transition amplitude ax̨ˇ

(10-43)

ax̨ˇ.q;p/ W D

Z
DŒ � exp

�
i

Z


im
hKjdKi

hKjKi

�
D

Z Y
�2Œ�i ;�f �

dk .t/ exp
�

i

Z �f

�i

im
hKjdKi

hKjKi
yd

d�
d�

�
;

where

(10-44) DŒ � WD
Z Y
�2Œ�i ;�f �

dK .�/ WD

lim
N!1

Z
M

X
ı2

hı2
. .�2//d�L. .�2//�� � ��

Z
M

X
ıN�1

hıN�1
. .�N�1//d�L. .�N�1//;

�L D
Vn

! is the Liouville measure on .M; !/ and
P
ı hı D 1 is a partition of

unity subordinate to the covering
S
˛�˛ DM . This point of view on the transition

amplitude we shall use for the Lagrangian description of the system.

Having in mind the energy conservation law we shall admit in (10-44) only those
trajectories which are confined to the equienergy surface H�1.E/, where H 2C1.M /

is the Hamiltonian of the considered system. Let then ax̨ˇ.q;pIH DEDconst/ denote
the transition amplitude of the passage from K.q/ to K.p/ which is the superposition
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of the equienergy processes. In order to find ax̨ˇ.q;pIH DE D const/ one should
insert the ı–factor

(10-45) ı.H. .�k//�E/d�L. .�k//D

Z C1
�1

e�i.H . .�k//�E/�.�k/d�.�k/d�L. .�k//

into (10-43). Thus we obtain

(10-46) ax̨ˇ.q;pIHDED const/DZ Y
�2Œ�i ;�f �

dK .�/d�.�/ exp i

Z �f

�i

�
im
hKjdKi

hKjKi
yd

d�
d��.h. .�//�E/�.�/

�
d�:

Now according to Feynman, the Lagrangian L of the system is given by

(10-47)
dL

dt
D im

hKjdKi

hKjKi
yd

dt
�H. .t//;

where the summand im hK jdK i
hK jK i

yd
dt

is responsible for the interaction of the system with
the effective external field determined by the coherent state map KW M !CP .H/.

11 The relation between classical and quantum observables
(quantization)

The fundamental problem in the theory of physical systems is to construct the quantum
observables if one has their classical counterparts. Traditionally one calls this procedure
the quantization. Let us now explain what we mean by quantization in the framework of
our model of the mechanical system. In order to do so let us consider two mechanical
systems .Mi ; !i ;Ki W Mi!CP .Hi//, iD1; 2, and the symplectomorphism � W M1!

M2 . By the quantization of � we shall mean the morphism

†W Sp C1.M1;M2/ 3 � �!†.�/ 2Mor.CP .H/;CP .H///

defined in such way that the diagram (8-22) commutes. One has

(11-1) †.�1 ı �2/D†.�2/ ı†.�1/

for �1W M1!M2 and �2W M2!M3 . It is clear that not all the elements of the space
Sp C1.M1;M2/ of symplectomorphisms are quantizable in this way. If M1DM2DW

M , H1 DH2 DWH and K1 DK2 DWK the quantizable symplectic diffeomorphisms
� W M ! M form the subgroup SpDiffK.M; !/ of the group SpDiff.M; !/ of all
symplectic diffeomorphism of M . Since †.�/W CP .H/ ! CP .H/ preserve the
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transition probability it follows from Wigner’s Theorem, see Varadarajan [40], that
there exists a unitary or anti-unitary map U.�/W H!H such that

(11-2) †.�/D ŒU.�/� :

The phase ambiguity in the choice of U.�/ in (11-2) one removes by the lifting

(11-3)

M CP .H/
K

//

L0

M
��

L0 E0
K0 // E0

CP .H/
��

;

of the coherent state map KW M !CP .H/, where the C�–principal bundles L0 and
E0 are obtained from L and E by cutting off the zero sections. Fixing the unitary
(anti-unitary) representative U.�/ one obtains � 0 from (11-3) and from E0 w H n f0g

(11-4)

L0 E0
K0

//

L0

L0

� 0

��

L0 E0
K0 // E0

E0

U.�/
��

;

where the lifting

(11-5)

M M
�

//

L0

M
��

L0 L0
� 0 // L0

M
��
;

of � is defined by U.�/ in the unique way. The map � 0 defines the principal bundle
automorphism and preserves the positive Hermitian kernel KL DK�KE , that is,

(11-6) � 0.c�/D c� 0.�/

for c 2C n f0g and � 2 L0 and

(11-7) KL
�
� 0.�1/; �

0.�2/
�
DKL.�1; �2/

for �1; �2 2 L0 . The inverse statement is also valid.

Proposition 11.1 Let L! M be the complex line bundle with specified positive
Hermitian kernel KL and the diffeomorphism � W M ! M such that the lifting
� 0W L0 ! L0 satisfies (11-6) and (11-7). Then there are uniquely defined coherent
state map KW M ! CP .H/ and the unitary (anti-unitary) operator U.�/ with the
property (11-4).
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Definition 11.2 A one-parameter subgroup �.t/ � Diff M; t 2 R, we call the pre-
quantum flow if and only if it admits the lifting � 0.t/ 2Diff L; t 2R, which preserves
the structure of the prequantum bundle .L!M;5;H/.

It was shown by Kostant [15] that the Lie algebra Lie.L�;5;H/ of the vector fields
tangent to the prequantum flows is isomorphic to the Poisson algebra .C1.M;R/; f�; �g/
where the Poisson bracket f�; �g is defined by ! . It follows form Proposition 10.1
and Proposition 10.4 that the prequantum bundle structure is always defined by a
coherent state map KW M !CP .H/ or, equivalently, by a positive Hermitian kernel
KL DK�KE .

Definition 11.3 The one-parameter subgroup �.t/2SpDiff M; t 2R, we call the quan-
tum flow if and only if it preserves the structure of the physical system .M;H;KW M !
CP .H//, that is, there exists a one-parameter subgroup †.t/; t 2R such that

(11-8)

M CP .H/
K

//

M

M

�.t/

��

M CP .H/K // CP .H/

CP .H/

†.t/
��

;

for any t 2R.

Theorem 11.4 The following statements are equivalent:

(i) A one-parameter subgroup �.t/ 2 Diff M; t 2 R, is a quantum flow of the
physical system .M;H;KW M !CP .H//.

(ii) A one-parameter subgroup �.t/ 2 Diff M; t 2 R, has the lifting � 0.t/W L0!
L0; t 2R, which preserves the bundle structure of L0 and the positive Hermitian
kernel KL DK�KL .

(iii) There exist the lifting � 0.t/2Diff L0; t 2R and the strong unitary (anti–unitary)
one-parameter subgroup U.t/ 2 AutH , t 2R, such that

(11-9)

L0 E0
K0

//

L0

L0

� 0.t/
��

L0 E0
K0 // E0

E0

U.t/
��

;

for any t 2R, where E0 ŠH n f0g.
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The vector field tangent to the quantum flow � 0.t/, t 2R, is the lifting of the Hamilton-
ian field Xf 2�

1.TM / generated by f 2C1.M;R/, see Kostant [15]. So, the strong
unitary one-parameter subgroup U f .t/; t 2R given by (11-9) is uniquely determined
by f . The Stone–von Neumann theorem states that there exists the self–adjoint operator
F on H such that

(11-10) U f .t/D e�itF :

The domain D.F / of F is the linear span ls.K.M // of the set of coherent states.
Representing F in HK;L � �

1.M;SL�/ we obtain

(11-11) �iF‰ D lim
t!0

.U f .t/� 1/‰

t
D lim

t!0

1

t
.� 0.�t/‰�‰/D

�
rXf C 2� if

�
‰

for ‰ 2 D.F /. The second equality in (11-11) is valid since ls.K.M // is U f .t/

invariant, t 2R. Hence, Kostant–Souriau operator �iQf is essentially self-adjoint on
ls.K.M // and its closure is the generator of U f .t/.

Let us denote by C1K .M;R/ the space of functions which generate the quantum flows
on .M;H;KW M ! CP .H///. It follows from the Theorem 11.4 that it is the Lie
subalgebra of Poisson algebra C1.M;R/. One also has

(11-12) ŒQf ;Qg�D iQff;gg

so �iQ defines Lie algebra homomorphism, that is, it is quantization in Kostant–
Souriau sense. We remark that we do not use the notion of polarization, which plays
the crucial role in the Kostant–Souriau geometric quantization (see Woodhouse [45]).
It could be reconstructed from the coherent state map or from the positive Hermitian
kernel, see Odzijewicz [24].

12 Quantum phase spaces defined by the coherent state map

This section is based on the paper [24]. We shall start by explaining how the coherent
state map KW M ! CP .H/ defines the polarization P � T CM in the sense of
geometric quantization.

To this end let us consider the complex distribution P � T CM spanned by smooth
complex vector fields X 2 �1.T CM / which annihilate the Hilbert space I.H/ �
�1.M;SL�/, that is,

(12-1) P WD
G

m2M

Pm;
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where

(12-2) Pm WD fX.m/ WX 2 �
1.T CM / and Sr�X D 0 for any  2 I.H/g:

To summarize the properties of P we formulate

Proposition 12.1

(i) The necessary and sufficient condition for X to belong to �1.P / is

(12-3) SX .K˛/D k˛.SX /K˛:

(ii) The distribution P is involute and isotropic, that is, for X;Y 2 �1.P / one has

(12-4) ŒX;Y � 2 �1.P / and !.X;Y /D 0:

(iii) If X 2 �1.P \ xP / then

(12-5) Xx! D 0

(iv) For all X 2 �1.P / the positivity condition

(12-6) i!.X; SX /> 0

holds.

For proof see Odzijewicz [24].

Let OK denote the algebra of functions �2C1.M / such that � 2I.H/ if  2I.M /.

In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to coherent state maps KW M �!CP .H/
which do satisfy the following conditions:

(a) The curvature 2–form

! D i curvr DK�!FS

is non-degenerate, that is, ! is symplectic.

(b) The distribution P is maximal. that is,

(12-7) dimC P D 1
2

dim M DWN:

(c) For every m 2 M there exist an open neighborhood � 3 m and functions
�1; : : : ; �N 2OK such that d�1; : : : ; d�N are linearly independent on �.

Proposition 12.2

(i) The manifold M is Kähler manifold and KW M �!CP .H/ is a Kähler immer-
sion of M into CP .H/.
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(ii) The distribution P is Kähler polarization of symplectic manifold .M; !/. More-
over P is spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields X� generated by � 2OK .

See Odzijewicz [24] for the proof.

In the symplectic case the Lie subalgebra .OK; f�; �g/ is a maximal commutative sub-
algebra of the algebra of classical observables .C1.M /; f�; �g/. The corresponding
Hamiltonian vector fields X�1

; : : : ;X�N
2 �1.P / span the Kähler polarization P in

the sense of Kostant–Souriau geometric quantization.

Now let us define the quantum Kähler polarization corresponding to the classical
polarization P defined above.

Let D be the vector subspace of the Hilbert space H generated by finite combinations
of the vectors K˛.m/, where ˛ 2 I and m 2�˛ . The linear operator aW D!H such
that

(12-8) aK˛.m/D �.m/K˛.m/

for any ˛ 2 I and m 2�˛ , will be called the annihilation operator while the operator
a� adjoint to a we shall call the creation operator. The eigenvalue function �W M !C
is well defined on M since K˛.m/¤ 0 and the condition (12-8) does not depend on
the choice of gauge.

The annihilation operators are not bounded in general, for example in the case of the
Gaussian coherent state map (see Example 8.1). Herein we restrict ourselves to the
case when the annihilation operators are bounded.

Proposition 12.3 The bounded annihilation operators form a commutative unital
Banach subalgebra SPK in the algebra L1.H/ of all bounded operators in the Hilbert
space H .

See Odzijewicz [24] for the proof.

The eigenvalues function is the covariant symbol

(12-9) �.m/D
hK˛.m/jaK˛.m/i

hK˛.m/jK˛.m/i
DW hai.m/

of the annihilation operator and hence a bounded complex analytic function on the
complex manifold M .

We shall describe now the algebra of covariant symbols (12-9) in terms of the Hilbert
space I.H/. Let ƒW H!H be a linear operator defined by the condition

�I.v/D I.ƒv/
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for all v 2H . The operator defined above has the following properties.

Proposition 12.4

(i) If � 2OK then ƒ is a bounded operator on H .

(ii) The operator ƒ� adjoint to ƒ is an annihilation operator with the covariant
symbol given by bounded function x�.

See Odzijewicz [24] for the proof.

From these two propositions one can deduce the following theorem.

Theorem 12.5 The mean value map h�i defined by (12-9) is the continuous isomor-
phism of the commutative Banach algebra PK WD fa

� W a 2 SPKg of creation operators
with the function Banach algebra .OK; k�k1/. Moreover

(12-10) khbik1 D sup
m2M

jhbi.m/j6 kbk

Let us assume that for some measure � one has the resolution of the identity operator

(12-11) 1D

Z
M

P .m/d�.m/;

where

(12-12) P .m/ WD
jK˛.m/ihK˛.m/j

hK˛.m/jK˛.m/i

is the orthogonal projection operator P .m/ on the coherent state K.m/, m 2 M .
In such a case the scalar product of the functions  D I.v/ and � D I.w/ can be
expressed in terms of the integral

(12-13) h j�i D hvjwi D
Z

M

SH�. ; �/d�D

Z
M

hK˛.m/jvihK˛.m/jwi

hK˛.m/jK˛.m/i
d�.m/:

Moreover one has

(12-14) kƒvk2 D

Z
M

j�j2 SH�. ;  /d�6 k�k21 kvk2

for v 2H and thus it follows that

(12-15) kƒk6 k�k1 :

Taking into account the inequalities (12-10) and (12-15) we obtain
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Theorem 12.6 If the coherent state map admits the measure � defining the resolution
of identity (12-11) then the mean value map (12-9) is the isomorphism of the Banach
algebra .SPK; k�k/ onto Banach algebra .OK; k�k1/.

From the theorem above one may draw the conclusion that the necessary condition
for the existence of the identity decomposition for the coherent state map K is the
uniformity of the algebra SPK , that is,a2

D kak2 for a 2 SPK:

We shall present now some facts which clarify the role of the covariant symbols algebra
OK in the context of the geometric quantization and Hamiltonian mechanics.

According to Theorem 12.6 the Banach algebra SPK of annihilation operators is iso-
morphic to Banach algebra OK . It is easy to notice that Kostant–Souriau quantization

(12-16) OK 3 � �!Q� D irX� C�

restricted to I.H/ gives inverse of the mean value isomorphism h�i defined by (12-9).

In view of the remarks above it makes sense to call the Banach algebra SPK a quantum
Kähler polarization of the mechanical system defined by Kähler immersion KW M �!
CP .H/.

Now we shall concentrate on the purely quantum description of the mechanical system
within C �–algebra approach.

The function algebra OK defines the complex analytic coordinates of the classi-
cal phase space .M; !/, that is, for any m 2 M there exist open neighborhoods
� 3 m0 and z1; : : : ; zN 2 OK such that the map �W �! CN defined by �.m/ WD
.z1.m/; : : : ; zN .m// for m2�, is a holomorphic chart from the complex analytic atlas
of M . The annihilation operators a1; : : : ; aN 2

SPK correspond to z1; : : : ; zN through
the defining relation (12-8) and are naturally considered as a quantum coordinate system.
The operators from PK , for example such as a�

1
; : : : ; a�

N
, adjoint to those of SPK are

the creation operators.

Definition 12.7 The unital C �–algebra AK generated by the the Banach algebra SPK
will be called quantum phase space defined by the coherent state map KW M!CP .H/.

Let us define Berezin covariant symbol

(12-17) hFi.m/D
hK˛.m/jFK˛.m/i

hK˛.m/jK˛.m/i
; m 2M
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of the operator F (unbounded in general) the domain D of which contains all finite
linear combinations of coherent states. Since KW M !CP .H/ is a complex analytic
map, the Berezin covariant symbol hFi is a real analytic function of the coordinates
xz1; : : : ;xzN ; z1; : : : ; zN .

For n 2N let Fn.a
�
1
; : : : ; a�

N
; a1; : : : ; aN / 2AK be a normally ordered polynomials

of creation and annihilation operators. We say that

(12-18) Fn.a
�
1; : : : ; a

�
N ; a1; : : : ; aN / ����!

n!1
F DW F.a�1; : : : ; a

�
N ; a1; : : : ; aN /

converges in coherent state weak topology if

(12-19) hFn.a
�
1; : : : ; a

�
N ; a1; : : : ; aN /i.m/ ����!

n!1
hFi.m/:

Therefore thinking about observables of the considered system, that is, self-adjoint
operators, as of the weak coherent state limits of normally ordered polynomials of
annihilation and creation operators enables one to consider AK as the quantum phase
space of the physical system defined by .M;H;KW M !CP .H//.

Taking into account the properties of AK we define the abstract polarized C �–algebra.

Definition 12.8 The polarized C �–algebra is a pair .A; SP/ consisting of the unital
C �–algebra A and its Banach commutative subalgebra SP such that

(i) SP generates A
(ii) SP \P DC1

It is easy to see that AK is polarized C �–algebra in the sense of this definition.

The notion of coherent state can also be generalized to the case of abstract polarized
C �–algebra .A; SP/, namely

Definition 12.9 A coherent state ! on polarized C �–algebra .A; SP/ is the positive
linear functional of the norm equal to one satisfying the condition

(12-20) !.xa/D !.x/!.a/

for any x 2A and any a 2 SP .

Let us stress that in the case when .A; SP/ is defined by the coherent state map KW M!
CP .H/ then the state

(12-21) !m.x/ WD Tr
�
xP .m/

�
;

where m2M and P .m/ is given by (12-12), is coherent in the sense of Definition 12.9
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Proceeding as in motivating remarks we shall introduce the notion of the norm normal
ordering in polarized C �–algebra .A;P/.

Definition 12.10 The C �–algebra A of quantum observables with fixed polarization
SP admits the norm normal ordering if and only if the set of elements of the form

NX
kD1

b�kak

where N 2 N and a1; : : : ; aN ; b1; : : : ; bN 2
SP , is dense in A in C �–algebra norm

topology.

Since we assume that A is unital then the coherent states on .A; SP/ are positive
continuous functionals satisfying the condition !.1/ D 1. The set of all coherent
states on .A; SP/ will be denoted by C.A; SP/. Some properties of coherent states
are needed for the description of the algebra AK defined by the coherent state map
KW M !CP .H/.

Theorem 12.11 Let � ¤ 0 be a positive linear functional on .A; SP/. Assume that
� 6 ! , where ! 2 C.A; SP/ is a coherent state. Then

(i) the functional 1
�.1/

� is the coherent state and

1

�.1/
�.a/D !.a/

for a 2 SP .

(ii) If .A; SP/ admits the norm normal ordering then

1

�.1/
�D !;

that is, the coherent state ! is pure.

See Odzijewicz [24] for the proof.

Let us remark that the norm normal ordering property of the polarized C �–algebra A
is stronger than the normal ordering in the Heisenberg quantum mechanics or quantum
field theory where it is considered in the weak topology sense.

One of the commonly accepted principles of quantum theory is irreducibility of the
algebra of quantum observables. For the Heisenberg–Weyl algebra case any irreducible
representation is equivalent to Schrödinger representation due to von Neumann theorem
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(see Reed and Simon [27]). In the case of general coherent states map KW M!CP .H/
the irreducibility of the corresponding algebra AK of observables depends on the
existence of the norm normal ordering.

Theorem 12.12 Let AK be polarized algebra of observables defined by the coherent
states map KW M ! CP .H/. If M is connected and there exists the norm normal
ordering on AK then the auto-representation idW AK �!L1.H/ is irreducible.

See Odzijewicz [24] for the proof.

In general one can decompose the Hilbert space into the sum HD
LN

iD1 Hi , where
N 2N or N D1, of the invariant AKHi �Hi orthogonal Hilbert subspaces. Taking
superposition of KW M ! CP .H/ with the orthogonal projectors Pi W H!Hi one
obtains the family of coherent state maps Ki WD Pi ıKW M !CP .Hi/, i D 1; : : :N .
One has AKi

D PiAKPi and the decomposition AK D
LN

iD1 AKi
is consistent with

the decomposition

(12-22) K˛.m/D

NX
iD1

.Pi ıK˛/.m/; m 2�˛

of the coherent state map.

Let us now present few examples of the quantum Kähler phase spaces.

Example 12.1 (Toeplitz Algebra) Fix an orthonormal basis fjnig1
nD1

in the Hilbert
space M . The coherent state map KW D!CP .H/ is defined by

(12-23) D 3 z �!K.z/ WD

1X
nD1

zn
jni

where K.z/D ŒK.z/�.

Quantum polarization SPK is generated in this case by the one-side shift operator

(12-24) ajni D jn� 1i

which satisfies

(12-25) aa� D 1:

From this relation it follows that the algebra AK of physical observables generated
by the coherent state map (12-23) is Toeplitz C �–algebra. The existence of normal
ordering in .AK; SPK/ is guaranteed by the property that monomials

a�kal k; l 2N [f0g
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are linearly dense in AK .

Let us finally remark that the space I.H/ is exactly the Hardy space H 2.D/, see
Douglas [6] and Rudin [28]. According to the Theorem 12.12 the auto-representation
of Toeplitz algebra is irreducible since the unit disc D is connected and there exists
the norm normal ordering in AK .

Example 12.2 (quantum disc algebra) Following Odzijewicz [23] one can generalize
the construction presented in Example 12.1 taking

(12-26) DR 3 z �!KR.z/ WD

1X
nD1

znp
R.q/ : : :R.qn/

jni ;

where 0 < q < 1 and R is a meromorphic function on C such that R.qn/ > 0 for
n2N[f1g and R.1/D 0. For z 2DR WD fz 2C W jzj<

p
R.0/g one has KR.z/2H

and the coherent state map KW DR!CP .H/ is defined by KR.z/DCKR.z/. The
corresponding annihilation a and creation a� operators satisfy the relations

(12-27)
a�aDR.Q/; aa� DR.qQ/;

aQD qQa; Qa� D qa�Q;

where the compact self-adjoint operator Q is defined by Q jni D qn jni. Hence one
obtains the class of C �–algebras AR parametrized by the meromorphic functions
R, which includes the q–Heisenberg–Weyl algebra of one degree of freedom and the
quantum disc in sense of Klimek and Lesniewski [14] if

R.x/D
1�x

1� q
;(12-28)

R.x/D r
1�x

1� �x
;(12-29)

where 0< r; � 2R, respectively. These algebras have the application to the integration
of quantum optical models, see Horowski, Odzijewicz and Tereszkiewicz [11]. For the
rational R they also can be considered as the symmetry algebras in the theory of the
basic hypergeometric series, see Odzijewicz [23].

Example 12.3 (q–Heisenberg–Weyl algebra) Let M be the polydisc Dq � � � ��Dq ,
where Dq �C is the disc of radius 1p

1�q
, 0< q < 1. The orthonormal basis in the

Hilbert space H will be parametrized in the following way

fjn1 : : : nN ig
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where n1; : : : ; nN 2N [f0g, and

hn1 : : : nN jk1 : : : kN i D ın1k1
: : : ınN kN

The coherent state map

KW Dq � � � � �Dq �!CP .H/

is defined by K.z1; : : : ; zN /D ŒK.z1; : : : ; zN /�, where

(12-30) K.z1; : : : ; zN / WD

1X
k1;:::;kND0

z
k1

1
: : : z

kN

Np
Œk1�!q : : : ŒkN �!q

jk1 : : : kN i

with the standard notation

Œn� WD 1C � � �C qn�1; Œn�!q WD Œ1� : : : Œn�

used.

The quantum polarization SPK is the algebra generated by the operators a1; : : : ; aN

defined by

(12-31) aiK.z1; : : : ; zN /D ziK.z1; : : : ; zN /

It is easy to show that kaik D
1p
1�q

. Hence SPK is commutative and algebra AK
of all quantum observables is generated by the elements 1; a1; : : : ; aN ; a

�
1
; : : : ; a�

N

satisfying the relations

(12-32)
Œai ; aj �D Œa

�
i ; a
�
j �D 0;

aia
�
j � qa�j ai D ıij1:

The C �–algebra AK is then the q-deformation of Heisenberg–Weyl algebra, see
Jorgensen and Werner [13]. The structural relations (12-32) imply that a�ki al

j , where
i; j D 1; : : : ;N and k; l 2N[f0g do form linearly dense subset in AK . Consequently
AK admits the norm normal ordering. Since the polydisc is connected the auto-
representation of AK is irreducible.

In the limit q! 1 the algebra AK becomes the standard Heisenberg–Weyl algebra for
which the creation and annihilation operators are unbounded.

Example 12.4 (Quantum complex Minkowski space) For detailed investigation of
quantum complex Minkowski space see Jakimowicz and Odzijewicz [12]. In this case
the classical phase space is the symmetric domain

(12-33) D WD fZ 2Mat2�2.C/ WE �Z|Z > 0g;
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where E D
�

1 0
0 1

�
. The coherent state map K� D ŒK��W D!CP .H/, N 3 � > 3, is

given by

(12-34) K�W Z! jZI�i WD
X

j ;m;j1;j2

�
jm
j1j2

.Z/

ˇ̌̌̌
j m

j1 j2

�
;

where

(12-35) �
jm
j1j2

.Z/ WD .N �
jm/
�1.det Z/m

s
.jCj1/!.j�j1/!

.jCj2/!.j�j2/!

�

X
S>maxf0;j1Cj2g

S6minfjCj1;jCj2g

�
jCj2

S

��
j�j2

S�j1�j2

�
zS

11z
jCj1�S
12

z
jCj2�S
21

z
S�j1�j2

22

and

(12-36) N �
jm WD .�� 1/.�� 2/2.�� 3/

�.�� 2/�.�� 3/m!.mC 2j C 1/!

.2j C 1/!�.mC�� 1/�.mC 2j C�/
:

We denote an orthonormal basis in H by

(12-37)
�ˇ̌̌̌

j m

j1 j2

��
;

where m; 2j 2N [f0g and �j 6 j1; j2 6 j , that is,

(12-38)
�

j m

j1 j2

ˇ̌̌̌
j 0 m0

j 0
1

j 0
2

�
D ıjj 0ımm0ıj1j 0

1
ıj2j 0

2
:
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The quantum polarization SPK� is generated by the following four annihilation operators

a11

ˇ̌̌̌
j m

j1 j2

�
D

s
.j�j1C1/.j�j2C1/m

.2jC1/.2jC2/.mC��2/

ˇ̌̌̌
jC1

2
m�1

j1�
1
2

j2�
1
2

�
(12-39)

C

s
.jCj1/.jCj2/.mC2jC1/

.mC2jC��1/2j .2jC1/

ˇ̌̌̌
j�1

2
m

j1�
1
2

j2�
1
2

�

a12

ˇ̌̌̌
j m

j1 j2

�
D�

s
.j�j1C1/.jCj2C1/m

.2jC1/.2jC2/.mC��2/

ˇ̌̌̌
jC1

2
m�1

j1�
1
2

j2C
1
2

�
(12-40)

C

s
.jCj1/.j�j2/.mC2jC1/

.mC2jC��1/2j .2jC1/

ˇ̌̌̌
j�1

2
m

j1�
1
2

j2C
1
2

�

a21

ˇ̌̌̌
j m

j1 j2

�
D�

s
.jCj1C1/.j�j2C1/m

.2jC1/.2jC2/.mC��2/

ˇ̌̌̌
jC1

2
m�1

j1C
1
2

j2�
1
2

�
(12-41)

C

s
.j�j1/.jCj2/.mC2jC1/

.mC2jC��1/2j .2jC1/

ˇ̌̌̌
j�1

2
m

j1C
1
2

j2�
1
2

�

a22

ˇ̌̌̌
j m

j1 j2

�
D

s
.jCj1C1/.jCj2C1/m

.2jC1/.2jC2/.mC��2/

ˇ̌̌̌
jC1

2
m�1

j1C
1
2

j2C
1
2

�
(12-42)

C

s
.j�j1/.j�j2/.mC2jC1/

.mC2jC��1/2j .2jC1/

ˇ̌̌̌
j�1

2
m

j1C
1
2

j2C
1
2

�
:

In the expressions above we set
ˇ̌

j m
j1 j2

˛
WD 0 if the indices do not satisfy the conditions

m; 2j 2N [f0g and �j 6 j1; j2 6 j .

The quantum symmetric domain AK� is an operator C �–algebra containing the ideal
L0.H/ of compact operators in such way that L0.H/\ SPK� D f0g and L0.H/ ¨
CommAK� . One has the isomorphism of AK�=CommAK� with the algebra of
continuous functions C.U.2// on the Shilov boundary

U.2/ WD fZ 2Mat2�2.C/ W ZZ� DEg

of D . After application of the Cayley transform one shows that U.2/ is conformal
compactification of Minkowski space and thus AK� has the interpretation of quantum
Minkowski space.

The method of quantization of classical phase space which we have presented and
illustrated by examples can be included in the general scheme of quantization given by
Definition 7.3. In order to show this let us notice that because of the resolution of the
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identity (12-11) the coherent state map KW M !CP .H/ defines the projection

(12-43) …W L2.M; �.SL�/; d�/! I.H/

of the Hilbert space of sections  W M!SL� square integrable with respect to d�, that is,
such that

R
M
SH�. ;  /d�<1 onto its Hilbert subspace I.H/�L2.M; �.SL�/; d�/.

Using the projector … given above we define conditional expectation

E…W L
1.L2.M; �.SL�/; d�//!L1.L2.M; �.SL�/; d�//

by (6-8). On the other side one has naturally defined logic morphism E given by

(12-44) EW B.M / 3� �!M�� 2 L.L
2.M; �.SL�/; d�//;

where the projector M�� W L
2.M; �.SL�/; d�/!L2.M; �.SL�/; d�/ is given as mul-

tiplication by indicator function �� of the Borel set �.

One can verify that the quantum phase space AK given by Definition 12.7 coincides
with AM;E…;E related to conditional expectation E… and logic morphism E defined
above in the sense of Definition 7.3.
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